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Summary

The main objective of this dissertation is to develop a numerical framework
that is suitable to simulate swelling of a single ionized hydrogel particle
involving extremely large deformations. The framework is based on the
mixed and hybrid finite element method (MHFEM) [13]. This method was
initially introduced to solve potential (flow) problems by Mosé et al. [77]
and Kaasschieter and Huijben [53]. Later, Malakpoor et al. [72] applied
this method to simulate the swelling of cartilaginous tissues limited to small
deformations. In this work, the work of Malakpoor et. al is extended to
finite deformations. The nonlinear stress-strain relation of the hydrogel is
described by an adapted Neo-Hookean law [111]. The fluid flow through
the gel is governed by Darcy’s law in an extended sense. The fluid-solid
interaction is under the assumption of molecular incompressibility [15].

After a general introduction (Chapter 1), in Chapter 2, a poroelastic
model of a swelling ionized hydrogel is presented in detail. The Helmholtz
free energy of the gel is separated into two independent parts: contribution
from the stretching of the polymer networks and from the Donnan osmosis.
The contribution from the mixing between dry polymer network and the
solvent is negligible in presence of the Donnan osmotic part in this case [48].
The model consists of two governing equations plus a constitutive relation:
linear momentum balance, fluid content conservation and Darcy’s law. We
assume hyperelasticity and choose for an adapted Neo-Hookean law with
the inclusion of a linear relationship between porosity and Poisson’s ratio.
Further, molecular incompressibility is assumed. In other words, the vol-
ume increase of the gel equals the volume of solvent entering the gel. At
last, the flow of the solvent through the gel is governed by Darcy’s law in
an extended sense (flow driven by chemical potential gradient instead of
hydraulic pressure gradient).

We shift our attention to numerical implementations in Chapter 3. First
of all, a three-field (x,Q, µ) weak formulation is presented. To deal with
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the non-linearity stemmed from constitutive relations, linearization is per-
formed. Next, discretization in temporal and spatial spaces is carried out.
Backward Euler time discretization guarantees the stability of the tem-
poral discretization scheme. Lowest order Raviart-Thomas element and
element-wise constant element are chosen to approximate flux and chem-
ical potential respectively. Such a choice of element guarantees that the
mass conservation of the fluid content is obeyed not only globally but also
element-wise. As the last step, hybridization procedure is implemented by
introducing a Lagrange multiplier and then carrying out static condensa-
tion.

After presenting the physical model in Chapter 2 and numerical im-
plementations in Chapter 3, various simulation results are presented and
discussed in Chapter 4. Divided by spatial dimensions, one-, two- and three-
dimensional results are presented. For each dimension, a classic poroelastic
problem is first simulated and the results are compared to the analytical
solution which serves as a benchmark. The simulation scenarios include
confined swelling, free swelling, squeezing and consolidation. For gel ge-
ometry, we start from regular ones (cube and sphere) and then eventually
move to a completely irregular three-dimensional geometry derived from the
scanning of a realistic SAPs (Super Absorbent Polymers) particle. Impor-
tant features, such as normal stresses, shear stresses, chemical potential and
permeability, are plotted in the form of contour plots. Although there is no
analytical solution available for arbitrary three-dimensional finite swelling,
all results presented appear to be physical.

Chapter 5 investigates surface instabilities induced by (transient) swelling.
First of all, a theoretical prediction of the swelling ratio at the onset of in-
stability (critical swelling ratio) based on linear perturbation analysis is
presented. Next, using the proposed numerical simulation engine, the in-
fluence of material parameters (initial porosity, fixed charge density and
permeability law) on the critical swelling ratio is investigated and compared
to the experimental observations in a qualitative manner. Lastly, both a
two-dimensional and a three-dimensional experiment-inspired examples of
surface instabilities induced by swelling under geometric constraint are suc-
cessfully simulated and compared to the experimental results qualitatively.
Good agreement between the two is shown regarding complex deforma-
tions as well as the influence of geometric constraints on the formation of
instabilities (number of waves).

A full-round comparison between the MHFEM model and the existing
model (based on standard FEM) is the core of Chapter 6. Based on the per-
meability distributions, numerical examples fall into three categories: con-
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stant permeability, strain-dependent permeability and permeability with
a discontinuous jump. For each category, we compare the two methods in
various aspects, for example, solution convergence robustness, the accuracy
of deformation, chemical potential and flux field and computational cost.
We find out that MHFEM outperforms standard FEM in terms of solution
convergence robustness across all three categories. For those cases where
FEM does yield a result, MHFEM does produce results. Moreover, MH-
FEM generates more accurate results (of all fields of interest) than FEM
when there involves a discontinuous jump in hydraulic permeability.

To conclude, a new numerical framework is developed which enables
more robust and accurate hydrogel swelling simulations in three-dimensional
setting. Typically, the proposed numerical framework can handle more than
3000% strain. More insights are gained in terms of the swelling dynamic
as well as swelling-induced surface instabilities.
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Nomenclature

c+ Positive ion concentration in the gel in equilibrium

c− Negative ion concentration in the gel in equilibrium

c̄ External ion concentration

cfc Fixed charge density

cfc0 Initial fixed charge density

C Right Cauchy-Green strain tensor

C Elasticity tensor

E Green strain tensor

fext External force

F Deformation tensor

G Shear modulus

J Volume ratio

k Permeability in current configuration

K Permeability tensor in initial configuration

mp Molar volume of polymers

M Mapping tensor

n Outward normal vector

p Hydraulic pressure



xii Nomenclature

P First Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor

Q Fluid flux relative to the solid

R Universal gas constant

S Second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor

T Absolute temperature

va Velocity of constituent a

W Helmholtz free energy per initial mixture volume

Xa A material point in initial domain of constituent a

xa A spatial point in current domain of constituent a

λ Lagrange multiplier

µ Chemical potential

ν Poisson’s ratio

π Osmotic pressure

σeff Effective Cauchy stress

υ Edge interpolation function of Raviart-Thomas elements

υ̂ Edge interpolation function of Raviart-Thomas elements on the the
reference element

φa Volume fraction of constituent a

φa,0 Initial volume fraction of constituent a

ϕi Linear interpolation function at node i

ϕ̂ Linear node interpolation function on the reference element

ΓD Dirichlet boundary

ΓN Neumann boundary

Ωa,0 Initial domain of constituent a

Ωa Current domain of constituent a
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1
Introduction

A numerical simulation is a calculation that runs on a computer following
a program that implements a mathematical model for a physical system.
With the booming of computing power, numerical simulations become in-
dispensable in many engineering branches [113]. A successful simulation
provides its users with reliable approximations of variables of their inter-
est (for example, displacement, concentration, temperature, etc.) at any
given location in the domain and time providing a set of input variables
and parameters.

Numerical simulations are typically handy when (1) too many parame-
ters or configurations are to be tested out experimentally in order to achieve
an optimal design and (2) the response of a complex system should be ex-
trapolated from experimentally measured responses to realistic conditions
(for example, simulations of complex human organs). Besides, numerical
simulations are also used to predict catastrophic events to provide users
with better insight into the nature of the problem which cannot be studied
experimentally. Generally, numerical simulations are in need to study the
behavior of systems whose mathematical models are too complex to provide
analytical solutions, as in most nonlinear systems.

Swelling of an ionized hydrogel is a complex phenomenon which cou-
ples fluid permeation and finite deformations. The complexity presents
itself in the non-linearity existing in the strain-displacement relations, the
constitutive relations as well as in the permeability tensor. On the other
hand, it is well-known that problems with non-linearity (especially in multi-
dimensions) are notoriously difficult to obtain analytical solutions. There-
fore, numerical simulations are the only practical option left which enables
us to study the transient behavior of a swelling ionized hydrogel at any given
location and time. In this work, we are dedicated to developing a reliable
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Figure 1.1: Schemiatic illustration of one Super Absorbent Polymers (SAPs)
particle structure

and robust numerical model that is capable of describing such a complex
phenomenon. In this section, we first introduce the substance that we aim
to simulate: ionized hydrogels. Its applications, structure and swelling
mechanisms are discussed briefly. Next, the choice of the main numerical
method we applied in this work: mixed hybrid finite element method is
motivated and briefly reviewed. At last, the objective and outline of this
thesis are presented.

1.1 Ionized hydrogels

Hydrogels are formed by water permeated into dry (hydrophilic) polymer
networks. They are commonplace in our daily lives. For example, they are
used as scaffolds in tissue engineering, the carrier in drug delivery system
and the main material for soft contact lenses. There are various types of
hydrogels designed for different purposes. Regardless of types, one of the
most distinctive characteristics of hydrogels is its ability to swell when they
are exposed to external stimuli, for example, temperature, pH value and
ionic strength in the outer solution [95].

An ionized hydrogel means that besides the hydrophilic polymer chains,
negative ions are doped and fixed onto the polymer chain during the man-
ufacturing process (Fig 1.1). They are usually referred as the fixed charge.
The existence of the fixed charge group on the polymer chain leads to a
larger degree of swelling than the ones without. Indeed, swelling of ionized
gels can generate volume increases of several orders of magnitude because
of Donnan osmosis [79]. One example of such ionized hydrogels is superab-
sorbent polymers (SAPs). Its volume change can be up to 1000 when one
SAPs particle is exposed to demineralized water (Fig. 1.2). This swelling
mechanism will be elaborated in Chapter 2.

Over the decades, the applications of hydrogels have been shown to be
are numerous and diverse [85, 120]. In biomedicine, hydrogels are popular
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Figure 1.2: Dry and swollen SAPs hydrogels

materials as carriers for drug delivery, matrices in tissue engineering [43],
actuator and sensors [3] due to its responsiveness and bio-compatibility.
Moreover, their responsive nature makes hydrogels lie in the heart of the
design of ’smart’ biodevices and biosensors [88]. SAPs gel in agriculture
have been studied as a suitable solution for holding moisture in the soil;
alos, they are the main working substance in the hygiene products (female
pads and diapers) nowadays.

The extensive applications of hydrogels raise the demand of physically-
motivated models and suitable numerical methods to simulate various swelling-
related scenarios. In this thesis, the focus lies on the swelling simulations
of ionized hydrogels which typically involve extremely large deformations.

1.2 A numerical framework based on mixed and
hybrid FEM

Numerical methods stand in the center of numerical simulations. Given an
engineering model, engineers apply appropriate numerical methods to gen-
erate solutions, which will be translated into the desired simulation results
later on. Over the years, many numerical methods are developed for various
engineering problems. In general, five numerical methods stand out as basic
discretization methods suitable for solving models that are mathematically
represented by partial differential equations. They are the discrete element
method, boundary element method, finite difference method, finite volume
method, and finite element method.

The equivalence of the last three methods can be established in solv-
ing simple problems (for example, an elliptic equation) on a rectangular
domain. However, the three methods are, due to their own discretiza-
tion characteristics, suitable for different equation types. Finite difference
method approximates the derivatives directly and therefore mostly appli-
cable to problems with a regular mesh. Finite volume method is widely
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Figure 1.3: An SAPs particle geometry scan

implemented in fluid dynamics packages thanks to its conservative nature.
Finite element method is most widely used numerical methods in engineer-
ing because of its flexibility in dealing with irregular geometry and bound-
ary conditions. Moreover, a major advantage of finite element method over
the finite difference method is the reduction of the order of differentiation
through partial integration. Actually, finite element method is the standard
choice for commercial software that aims to simulate solid and structure.

A hydrogel particle has typically an irregular shape (Fig. 1.3). To
be able to handle the geometric irregularities, finite element method is
adopted. Commercial software together with user-defined subroutines has
been a common choice for gel swelling simulations in many studies [118, 70,
100, 21, 11, 68]. However, instead of resorting to any existing FE commer-
cial software, we dedicate ourselves to the development of a new numerical
framework based on MHFEM [13] to simulate swelling simulations involv-
ing extremely large deformations. As a matter of fact, mixed method has
long been deployed in simulation of flow problems in porous media since
the work of Douglas et al. [29]. Many works later on [87, 110] are dedicated
to the development and analysis of various mixed numerical method with
the applications in reservoir engineering.

Studies on the solvent molecules migration kinetics [7, 47] suggest that
the mobility tensor (the coefficient tensor in Darcy’s equation) is not ho-
mogeneous during transient swelling. Basically, the part of the gel that
gets in touch with the external solvent earlier increases dramatically its
hydraulic permeability. This inhomogeneity in the mobility tensor may re-
quire special attention in terms of numerical treatment. As pointed out by
Kaasschieter and Huijben [53] and Mosé et al. [77] in a Darcy flow problem
with a heterogeneous domain, the standard FEM suffers poor accuracy in
computing flux field due to the violation of local mass conservation. In
contrast, a mixed formulation that treats flux and pressure as separate in-
dependent variables greatly improves the accuracy of the flux field as mass
conservation is preserved locally and globally. In fact, using proper nu-
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merical methods to solve Darcy flow problem is a well-established topic
in porous media studies [69, 22]. Inspired by the success of mixed formu-
lations in solving Darcy flow problems, a numerical framework based on
MHFEM to simulate the transient swelling of a hydrogel was developed
and investigated in this study.

1.3 Objective and thesis outline
The objective of this thesis is to develop a robust and accurate simulation
engine for the finite swelling of ionized hydrogels. In Chapter 2, the main
swelling mechanism of ionized hydrogels is identified. Based on that, the
choice of swelling models is motivated and the resulting governing equa-
tions are presented subsequently. Chapter 3 goes into the details of vari-
ous aspects of the main numerical method MHFEM applied to the chosen
swelling model. Weak formulation, choice of approximation spaces, the dis-
cretized form of the equations and hybridization techniques are discussed
in turn. Various simulation results produced by the proposed simulation
engine applying to different scenarios are presented in Chapter 4 together
with the verification of the numerical solution in each dimension. Chapter 5
studies the onset of surface instabilities induced by swelling is investigated.
Simulation observations are qualitatively compared with experimental re-
sults reported in the literature. Chapter 6 presents a full-round compari-
son between the model based on MHFEM and standard FEM (the exist-
ing method) in simulating swelling hydrogels involving large deformations.
Both methods are evaluated in terms of solution convergence robustness,
mesh convergence rate and computational cost. The evaluation results are
carefully discussed. At last, conclusions and outlook are made in Chapter
7.
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2
The swelling mechanism and gov-
erning equations

Abstract
In this chapter, we first identify the main swelling mechanism of ionized
hydrogels and derive subsequently the governing equations (a set of partial
differential equations) to describe the swelling dynamics. In the case of
SAPs gels, the main mechanism that drives swelling is Donnan osmosis.
Under the assumption that fluid and solid phases are incompressible and
nonreactive, a system of differential equations coupling fluid permeation
and solid deformations is derived. Specifically, the governing equations
contain linear momentum balance and fluid mass conservation plus (ex-
tended) Darcy’s equation. Together with suitable constitutive relations,
a complete system of equations featuring displacement, chemical potential
and flux as independent variables is established.
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There are several mechanisms leading to the swelling of SAPs gels. First
of all, the backbone of the polymer chains (carboxylate acid group) is hy-
drophilic (see Fig. 1.1). As a result, when the gel is in contact with water,
water molecules are attracted to the polymer backbones. Hydration hap-
pens and hydrogen bonds are formed as these activities increase the entropy
of the system. This process is known as mixing. Next, besides mixing, for
a partially neutralized gel, the positive sodium ions are able to move rel-
atively freely inside the gel as soon as the water molecules weaken the
bonding force between them and negatively charged carboxylate groups.
Consequently, the gel acts like a semi-permeable membrane and the differ-
ence in osmotic pressure arises in and outside of the gel. It has been shown
that compared to the mixing part, the difference in osmotic pressure is the
main drive contributing to the swelling of a SAPs gel [48].

To study the mechanical behavior of an ionized hydrogel during swelling,
a reliable swelling model is needed. Under the framework of mixture theory,
Lanir [63] developed an osmoelastic model arguing that the ionic concen-
trations are always in equilibrium with the external solution. In essence,
this is a biphasic (solid and fluid phase) swelling model. Later, Lai et al.
[61] developed a triphasic (solid, fluid and ion phases) theory to model the
swelling and deformation behavior in articular cartilage. Later, Huyghe
and Janssen [51] proposed a finite deformation quadriphasic model where
solid, fluid, cation and ion phases are all independently considered for in-
compressible porous media.

Considering a SAPs gel particle facing a gush of urine which can be
approximated by the physiological salt solution, i.e. a solution of Na+ and
Cl− of concentration 0.154 mol/L, the chemical potential responds much
faster to the local ions concentration change than solvent permeating into
the gel. This claim is justified by the following calculation. We have, on one
hand, the diffusion coefficient dion of ions in free water of the magnitude
10−9m2/s [109]. On the other hand, the hydraulic pressure diffusion coef-
ficient dp is estimated by the multiplication of hydraulic permeability and
Young’s modulus. In a SAPs gel particle, its hydraulic permeability is of
order 10−3 mm4/(Ns) and Young’s modulus is of the order 10−2 N/mm2.
Therefore, after some simple calculation, one finds that dion/dp = 102. For
this reason, we assume ions respond infinitely fast to the presence of outer
solution compared to the fluid. In other words, Lanir’s osmoelastic model
was found sufficient to characterize the swelling mechanism.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, some preliminary knowledge
about Lagrangian formulation and mixture theory are presented. Next,
the main swelling mechanism is identified, in which we highlight the con-
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sequences of Donnan osmosis in such ionized hydrogels. At last, a system
of partial differential equations is derived to describe the fluid-solid-ions
interacted system.

2.1 Preliminaries
Although hydrogels are not porous media in a traditional sense, we take
a poromechanical approach to model the swelling of a hydrogel under the
theoretical framework of mixture theory [12]. In poromechanics, the porous
material mostly consists of two phases: solid skeleton and pore fluid. In
the framework of mixture theory, hydrogels are treated as the superposition
of those two constituents that occupy the same physical domain. We use
subscript a ∈ {s, f} to indicate the kinematic variables that belong to either
solid phase or fluid phase.

Let Ωs0,Ωf0 ∈ R2 be the original bounded domains of the solid and
fluid field respectively. The original domain is transformed to the current
(gel) domain Ω by:

xa = χa(Xa, t), (2.1)

where xa ∈ Ω, Xa ∈ Ωa0, a ∈ s, f , χa is an invertible and continuously
differentiable mapping from Ωa0 to Ω. As we are interested in the defor-
mation of the solid field, without explicit indication, the original domain is
referred to as Ω0 = Ωs0. The velocity of a−constituent is given by:

va = ∂χa
∂t

. (2.2)

Time derivative D
Dt is a material time derivative with respect to the original

solid field and is defined as:

D

Dt
= ∂

∂t
+ vs · ∇ (2.3)

The deformation gradient for a−constituent Fa, right Cauchy-Green
strain tensor Ca and volume ratio Ja, are defined as:

Fa = ∂χa
∂Xa

, (2.4)

Ca = FT
aFa, (2.5)

Ja = det Fa. (2.6)

From now on, we leave out the subscript "s", thus we write C for Cs, F
for Fs and J for Js. We define the apparent density of a−constituent ρa
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as the mass of constituent a per unit volume of the mixture, in contrast to
the true density of a−constituent γa, which is defined as the mass per unit
volume of the constituent. An important dimensionless quantity in mixture
theory of immiscible constituents is volume fraction φa(x, t) := ρa/γa. The
physical meaning of φa(x, t) is the volume of the a−constituent per unit
volume of the mixture. In two-phase (fluid and solid phases) porous media,
we have obviously φf + φs = 1.

2.2 Swelling mechanism

Following the assumptions made for the ideal elastomeric gels [67], the total
free energy of an ionized hydrogel is the sum of three independent parts:
energy related to the mixing of the solvent and polymer Fmix [38], energy
related to the ions osmosis Fion and elastic energy of the polymer chains
Felastic. In other words, the total free energy of an ionized hydrogel F is
decomposed as:

F = Fmix + Fion + Felastic. (2.7)

The first two sources of energy (Fmix and Fion) tend to stretch the polymer
chains; while the cross-linkers guarantee that the gel does not dissolve itself
into the solvent and thus the elastic energy (Felastic) of the polymer chains is
evoked to balance out the stretching force. Swelling equilibrium is achieved
when the total free energy reaches its minimum. Assuming the first two
types of energy are independent of each other, we have the total osmotic
pressure:

Πtot = Πmix + Πion, (2.8)

where Πmix denotes the osmotic pressure relates to mixing and Πion is the
osmotic pressure related to Donnan osmosis [28]. According to Horkay [48],
Πion becomes the dominant part of the two at a high swelling degree in the
solution of monovalent (alkali metal) counterions. In other words, Donnan
osmosis theory (only) is adequate to describe the effect of the monovalent
ions on the swelling of an ionized hydrogel, since the high swelling degree is
exactly the scenario that we are interested in. From now on, Πtot = Πion.

For an ionized hydrogel (Fig. 1.1), Donnan osmosis leads to a process
that results in the uptake of a large amount of solvent. Upon contact
with the solvent (for example, pure water or physiological solutions), the
positive sodium ions in the gel can relatively freely move around as the bond
with the negative carboxylate ions is weakened due to the high dielectric
constant of water. However, they cannot leave the gel since they are still
weakly bonded to the negative carboxylate ions. As a result, the hydrogel
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acts like a semi-permeable membrane which allows the exchange of water
molecules but not of sodium ions. Consequently, the osmotic pressure due
to ionic forces gives rise to the uptake of water. This uptake results in
stretching of the polymer network and hence an increase of the hydraulic
pressure.

Since we have shown that the ion diffusion happens indeed much faster
than mass fluid up-take for an ionized gel (SAPs gel) earlier in this chapter,
the equilibrium of the ion phases is assumed established instantaneously.
Moreover, it is assumed that only uni-valent ions are present in the outer
solution. Under the condition that the activity coefficient of the mobile ions
is the same in the gel and in the equilibrium solution, Donnan equilibrium
concentration for the ions inside the gel are derived[51, 28]:

c+ = 1
2(−cfc +

√
(cfc)2 + 4c̄2), (2.9)

c− = 1
2(cfc +

√
(cfc)2 + 4c̄2), (2.10)

where cfc denotes active fixed charge (carboxylate group) density and c̄ is
the external solution ions (N+

a and Cl−) molar concentration. As a result,
the osmotic pressure inside and outside of the gel are given by van’t Hoff
law:

πin = RT
√

(cfc)2 + 4c̄2, (2.11)
πout = 2RT c̄. (2.12)

The osmotic pressure difference related to ions osmosis is thus derived
as:

Πion = RT
√

(cfc)2 + 4c̄2 − 2RT c̄. (2.13)

The chemical potential of the gel µ, in this case, is composed of two
parts: concentration related part (osmotic pressure) and the mechanical
part (pore pressure). The pore pressure in the gel p is thus defined as [7]:

p = µ+ Πion. (2.14)

2.3 Governing equations
To be able to describe the fluid-solid-ion coupled system, governing equa-
tions supplemented with constitutive relations are needed. In our current
swelling model, three equations govern the system. They are (linear) mo-
mentum balance equation, fluid content continuity equation and a Darcy
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type equation. Details of the governing equations are given in the three
following subsections.

There are two reference frames in continuum mechanics available: La-
grangian and Eulerian frames. In the Lagrangian frame, the observer is
attached to a material particle; while in the Eulerian one, the observer is
fixed in the geometric space. As a result, in solid mechanics problems, the
Lagrangian frame is a natural choice and in fluid mechanics, Eulerian frame
is the traditional choice [71]. In this study, the displacement of the solid
skeleton is of primary interest; therefore, the Lagrangian frame is chosen. In
other words, the observer is fixed to the solid phase. Consequently, nominal
variables (variables that are defined in reference to the initial configuration)
are adopted to describe the system.

2.3.1 (Linear) momentum balance equation

Total stress σ consists of Terzaghi effective stress σeff and pore pressure
part pI:

σ = σeff + pI. (2.15)

This is a well-known relation in poromechanics [23]. The effective part is
derived from the elastic strain energy function for the gel Felastic by the
relation:

σeff = J−1F∂Felastic
∂C FT . (2.16)

The strain energy function Felastic takes the form[111]:

Felastic = 1
12G

(1 + 0.5φs,0/J)
(1− φs,0/J) ln2(det(C)) + 1

2G(tr(C))− 3 det(C)1/3,

(2.17)
where G is the shear modulus and φs,0 is the initial solid volume fraction.
The elastic energy represents as a matter of fact the compressible Neo-
Hookean material with the inclusion of the relation between Poisson’s ratio
ν and solid volume fraction φs: ν = 0.5φs. This relation is derived based on
the observation that the compressibility of the molecular network should
increase as the fluid content increases. As the solvent is completely depleted
(φs = 1), the molecular network becomes incompressible since there is only
incompressible solid skeleton left. The linear momentum balance written
in the Eulerian form is

∇ · σ = 0, (2.18)

and its Lagrangian counterpart is

∇X ·T = 0, (2.19)
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where the subscriptX denotes the divergence operator is taken with respect
to the Lagrangian variable X; and T is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor, related to the Cauchy stress tensor by T = JσF−T .

2.3.2 Fluid content continuity equation

Recall that vf and vs denote the Eulerian velocity of the fluid and solid
phase respectively. The Eulerian fluid continuity equation reads as:

∂φf
∂t

+∇ · (φfvf ) = 0, (2.20)

where we have made use of the assumption that the fluid is incompress-
ible and therefore its true density is constant. If we rewrite this equation
referring to the skeleton motion, we have:

∂sφf
∂t

+ φf∇ · vs +∇ · q = 0, (2.21)

where the superscript "s" denotes the time derivative taken with respect to
the solid skeleton and q is defined as the filtration vector q = φf (vf −vs).
After a "pull back" operation on the equation to the initial configuration,
we arrive at the following form of the continuity equation:

DΦf

Dt
+∇X ·Q = 0, (2.22)

where Q is the Lagrangian vector attached to the original configuration
and is related to its Eulerian counterpart as Q = JF−1q. The nominal
porosity Φf is related to its Eulerian counterpart by Φf = Jφf . Using the
fact that the solid phase is incompressible and there is no external mass
source during swelling, we have the solid phase mass conservation:

φs,0 = J(1− φf ) = J − Φf . (2.23)

Consequently, the fluid continuity equation in Lagrangian frame reads:

DJ

Dt
+∇X ·Q = 0. (2.24)

2.3.3 Darcy type equation*

*Note that Darcy’s equation is not a conservation law like the previous two governing equations. In essence,
it is an constitutive relation between flux and gradient of chemical potential. However, since later on we will
develop a three-field model which treat flux as an independent variable, we put the Darcy’s type equation here
as one of the "governing equation".
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The inflow of the fluid matter is driven by the gradient of chemical
potential [57]; while the equilibrium state is characterized by the overall
uniform value for chemical potentials. A Darcy type equation relates the
fluid flux to the chemical gradient. We have namely:

Q = −K∇Xµ, (2.25)

where K is related to the intrinsic (Eulerian) permeability k and dynamic
viscosity η by K = JF−1F−Tk/η. The JF−1 part converts the Eulerian
flux to the nominal one, and F−T converts the Eulerian gradient to the
Lagrangian one. As to the specific form of permeability k for an ionized
hydrogel, vast literatures [16, 60, 33, 40, 101, 103, 112, 62] reported various
forms for different types of gels and porous material. We will briefly discuss
several common forms at the end of this chapter. The system is further
closed by the constitutive relation regarding cfc [111]:

cfc = cfc0
φf,0

J − φs,0
, (2.26)

where cfc0 denotes the initial fixed charge density.

2.4 Scaling of the equations
To make the model dimensionless, we scale the governing equations by
choosing characteristic time, length, permeability and stress. For example,
we have the following dimensionless variables:

td = t

tc
, xd = x

xc
, µd = µ

µc
, kd = k

kc
. (2.27)

xc is the characteristic length scale and chosen to be the initial sample size.
tc is the characteristic time scale equals x2

c/RTkc
fc
0 . µc is the characteristic

chemical potential equals RTcfc0 . At last, the characteristic permeability
kc is simply the permeability at the initial state k0. Note that stresses
have the same scaling factor as the chemical potential. We have namely:
σd = σ

µc
. In Chapter 4, we will use the dimensionless variables derived here

in presenting the simulation results.

2.5 Strain-dependent permeability
Generally, hydraulic permeability changes according to the pore structure
of the porous material. Although such change is neglected in linear poro-
elasticity, where the deformation is assumed to be infinitesimal, such change
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plays a significant role in studying the dynamic process involving (ex-
tremely) large deformations. In the case of SAP hydrogels, as the outer
solution starts to flow into the gel, the size of the pore is enlarged. How-
ever, as the mass fluid permeation takes time, the inner core of the gel stays
with small pore size. Thus, heterogeneity in hydraulic permeability inside
a transient swelling gel arises.

It is natural to assume the permeability to be a function of the porosity
φf . Making use of the fact that the volume of the solid part stays unchanged
during swelling, the porosity φf at the different position of the gel can be
directly calculated from the volume ratio J using the relation:

φf = 1− φs,0
J
. (2.28)

There are different porosity-permeability relationships available designed
for specific pore structures. Kozeny-Carman model [60, 16] is one of the
most widely known and simplest models describing such a relationship. It
was originally derived from the experimental measurement of beds of closely
packed spheres. A nonlinear relationship between the volumetric strain and
permeability is observed by means of an experiment on articular cartilage
[62]. Under the condition of molecular incompressibility, the relationship
between permeability and porosity is derived [103] as:

k(φf ) = k0(1− φf,0
1− φf

)M , (2.29)

where k0 is initial intrinsic hydraulic permeability and M is a parameter
(a positive number) that can be fitted for specific material. This rela-
tion is frequently used in biomechanical studies [112] and experimentally
evaluated for cartilage. Extensive experiments have been done regarding
polyacrylamide gel over the years. The dependence of friction coefficient
of a polyacrylamide gel on temperature, the concentration of the polymer
solution and the concentration of the crosslinker was reported by Tokita
[101]. Later, further investigation into the influence of flow velocity and
polymer concentration on the gel’s permeability using different experimen-
tal techniques was done by Grattoni [40]. Recently, Engelsberg [33] related
the friction coefficient to permeability and proposed the following law:

k(φf ) = k0
φf

(1− φf )β , (2.30)

where the β is a material parameter and has been suggested the value of
1.5,1.85 and 1.75 [101, 40, 33]. The normalized version of (2.30) is:

k(φf ) = k0
(1− φf,0)β

φf,0

φf
(1− φf )β . (2.31)
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3
Mixed and hybrid finite element
method

Abstract
In this chapter, we present in detail how the Mixed and Hybrid Finite Ele-
ment Method (MHFEM) is utilized for swelling simulations. Starting from
the weak form, a three-field formulation (x,Q, µ) is first established. After
linearization, spatial and temporal discretizations are carried out, followed
by the hybridization technique (by means of a Lagrange multiplier). At the
end, static condensation is applied to reduced the total number of unknowns
and thus computational cost. We adopt standard Newton-Raphson method
for solving nonlinearities originated from the material law. Main focus is
put on the implementation of lowest-order Raviart-Thomas element, which
is crucial for the local mass conservation property.

Adapted from: C.Yu, K.Malakpoor, J.M.Huyghe,(2018). A mixed hybrid finite element framework for the
simulation of swelling inoized hydrogels. Submitted to International Journal of Solid and Structures.
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In simulating complex physical phenomena, analytical solutions are often
unavailable. As a result, numerical methods need to be applied and imple-
mented properly so that the solution can be correctly approximated. In this
work, swelling of an ionized hydrogel is the target physical phenomenon.
In order to simulate such a fluid permeation and solid deformation cou-
pled problem, proper numerical schemes need to be implemented. Due to
the essential focus on solid deformation, FEM is a natural choice for such
swelling simulations.

Lots of effort in numerical implementation are made by various groups
over the years. Frijns et al. [39] implemented the quadriphasic model in
one dimension to simulate the swelling and shrinking of biological tissues.
The extension to the 3D implementation of quadriphasic model in finite
deformation is done by Van Loon et al. [104]. Limited to gel swelling
simulations, Hong et al. [45] and Kuang and Huang [56] presented a finite
element swelling model for inhomogeneous swelling at equilibrium state.

On the other hand, to achieve satisfactory simulation results, it is essen-
tial to deploy a discretization method that takes the physics of the problem
into account. In swelling simulations, (local) solid deformation is directly
related to (local) net in/out flow of the fluid. As a result, it is sensible to
value the accurate calculation of the flux field in swelling simulations. In
FEM, the flux field is calculated by numerical differentiation of the chemical
potential field, which leads to a serious loss of precision [13]. On the other
hand, MHFEM, which approximates flux as an independent variable using
Raviart-Thomas element and resolves the resulting indefinite coefficient
matrix by means of hybridization procedure, possesses local mass conser-
vation property and has proven to be effective in solving Darcy type equa-
tions [77, 53]. Moreover, similar discretization method is applied to solve
Biot consolidation problem in geomechanics. Specifically, Jha and Juanes
[52] approximated displacement, pressure and flux using linear (P1), low-
est order Raviart-Thoams (RT0) and element-wise constant (P0) elements
respectively and successfully performed reservoir simulations. Ferronato et
al. [35] adopted the same discretization method in solving three dimen-
sional Biot consolidation and showed that the mixed formulation alleviates
the pressure oscillations at the interface between different permeability.

Extension from linear poroelasticity to finite strain is also investigated.
Berger et al. [6] presented a three-field finite strain poroelasticity frame-
work where the pressure and flux are approximated using P1/P0 elements
combined with a stabilization technique to avoid spurious pressure oscilla-
tion. In the field of biomechanics, where large deformations of biological
tissues are often expected, Wall et al. [107] and Levenston et al. [66]
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presented their own mixed finite element formulations under the theoret-
ical framework of mixture theory. Motived by the success of MHFEM in
solving Darcy’s type equations and Biot consolidation problems, we apply
MHFEM in swelling simulations in order to achieve more reliable and sat-
isfactory results. Malakpoor et al. [72] applied MHFEM in the simulation
of the swelling of cartilaginous tissues. However, his simulations were lim-
ited to small deformations. To our knowledge, there is so far no research
available that apply MHFEM to the finite swelling of gels.

This chapter is organized as follows: first the nonlinear system of partial
differential equations’ weak form is derived. Then the weak formulation is
first discretized in time using the first order implicit Euler finite difference
scheme and then linearized using the Newton-Raphson strategy. Spatial
discretization is achieved using the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space fol-
lowed by a hybridization procedure. At last, the static condensation is
carried out to reduce the number of unknowns. The verification of the
numerical model is carried out in the next chapter.

3.1 Weak formulation

Following the presentation of the governing equations (ref), the weak for-
mulation is featured by utilizing three independent variables: position x,
chemical potential µ and flux Q. Firstly, we need to determine proper
search/test function spaces for the approximation of the prime variables.
For the position field, the continuity requirement demands x at least con-
tinuously differentiable. We have thus x(X, t) ∈ (H1

D(Ω))2, where

H1
D(Ω) = {χ ∈ L2(Ω) : ∂χ

∂X
∈ L2(Ω), χ|ΓuD = 0}, (3.1)

where ΓuD denotes the Dirichlet boundary for x. For µ, we set µ ∈ L2(Ω).
At last, we let Q ∈ HN (div,Ω), where

HN (div,Ω) = {q ∈ L2(Ω) : ∇ · q ∈ L2(Ω),q · n|ΓµN = 0}, (3.2)

where ΓµN denotes the Neumann boundary for µ.
To achieve the symmetry of the system, we use the second Piola-Kirchhoff

stress S and Green strain tensor E pair to calculate the virtual work. We
make use of the following relation:∫

Ω0
T : (∇0x̄)dV =

∫
Ω0

S : ∆ĒdV, (3.3)
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where the bar "-" denotes that the variable is a virtual variable and we
define

∆Ē = 1
2[(∇0x̄)TF + (∇0x̄)FT ]. (3.4)

The three-field variational form of the system is given as follows. Find
(x,Q, µ) ∈ ((H1

D(Ω))2, HN (div,Ω), L2(Ω)), such that the following set of
equations are satisfied ∫

Ω0
S : ∆ĒdV =

∫
ΓuN

fext · x̄dΓ, (3.5)∫
Ω0

K−1Q · Q̄dV −
∫

Ω0
µ∇0 · Q̄dV = µext

∫
ΓµD

Q̄ · ndΓ, (3.6)

−
∫

Ω0

DJ

Dt
µ̄dV −

∫
Ω0
∇0 ·Qµ̄dV = 0, (3.7)

for any (x̄, Q̄, µ̄) ∈ ((H1
D(Ω))2, HN (div,Ω), L2(Ω)).

Note that fext denotes external surface tension applied to the Neumann
part boundary ΓuN . µext denotes the chemical potential in the external
solution at the Dirichlet boundary part ΓµD. We have µext = −2RTcex.

3.2 Temporal discretization and linearization
First of all, equations are discretized in time. To achieve unconditional sta-
bility, first order implicit Euler time discretization scheme is implemented.
The time-discretized system is derived as follows:∫

Ω0
Sn : ∆ĒndV =

∫
ΓuN

fext · x̄dΓ, (3.8)∫
Ω0

K−1
n Qn · Q̄dV −

∫
Ω0
µn∇0 · Q̄dV = µD

∫
ΓµD

Q̄ · ndΓ, (3.9)

−
∫

Ω0
µ̄
Jn − Jn−1

∆t dV −
∫

Ω0
µ̄∇0 ·QndV = 0, (3.10)

where subscript n/n−1 denotes variables at time step n/n−1; ∆t denotes
the time step size. From now on, we will skip subscript n.

The non-linearity stems from both the constitutive law (geometric and
material non-linearity) and the nonlinear dependency of osmotic pressure
on deformation. Newton-Raphson strategy is applied to solve such a nonlin-
ear system. "δ" in front of a variable indicates the increment of the variable
and the tilde above the variables indicates the current (known) value of
the variable. Linearization is performed as follows: find (δx, δQ, δµ) ∈
((H1

D(Ω))2, HN (div,Ω), L2(Ω)), such that
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∫
Ω0

(∇0δx)S̃ : ∇0δxdV +
∫

Ω0
C : δE : ∆ẼdV −

∫
Ω0

(∇0δx)J̃F−1 : δµdV = rhs1

(3.11)∫
Ω0

K−1δQ · δQdV −
∫

Ω0
∇0 · δQδµdV = rhs2 (3.12)

− 1
∆t

∫
Ω0
δµJ̃F−T : ∇0δxdV −

∫
Ω0
δµ∇0 · δQdV = rhs3 (3.13)

where

rhs1 = −
∫

Ω0
S̃ : ∆EdV +

∫
ΓuN

Fext · x̄dΓ, (3.14)

rhs2 = −
∫

Ω0
K−1Q̃ · δQdV +

∫
Ω0
µ̃∇0 · δQdV + µext

∫
ΓµD

δQ · ndΓ,

(3.15)

rhs3 = − 1
∆t

∫
Ω0
δµJn−1dV + 1

∆t

∫
Ω0
δµJ̃dV +

∫
Ω0
δµ∇0 · Q̃dV, (3.16)

for any (δx, δQ, δµ) ∈ ((H1
D(Ω))2, HN (div,Ω), L2(Ω)), where C is the

fourth order elasticity tensor.

3.3 Spatial discretization

Given the linearized system of equations (Eq.(3.11)-(3.13)), we further dis-
cretize the spatial domain Ω0. In this work, we assume two dimensional
domain and we use four-node linear quadrilateral elements to discretize the
domain. Qh denotes a quadrilateral domain discretization. Finite dimen-
sional approximations of the search function spaces (H1

D(Ω))2, HN (div,Ω),
and L2(Ω) are introduced. Specifically, we have:

δxh ∈ (P 1
0 (Qh))2 ⊂ (H1

D(Ω0))2, (3.17)
δQh ∈ RT 0

0 (Qh) ⊂ HN (div,Ω0), (3.18)
δµh ∈M0

−1(Qh) ⊂ L2(Ω0), (3.19)

where The finite dimensional function spaces are defined as:

P 1
0 (Qh) = {ϕ ∈ L2(Ω0) : ϕ|T ∈ P 1(Ωe)} ∩H1

D(Ω0), (3.20)
RT 0
−1(Qh) = {υ ∈ L2(Ω0) : υ|T ∈ RT 0(Ωe)}, (3.21)

RT 0
0 (Qh) = RT 0

−1(Qh) ∩HN (div,Ω0), (3.22)
M0
−1(Qh) = {ψ ∈ L2(Ω0) : ψ|T ∈M0(Ωe)}. (3.23)
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Note that P 1(Ωe) denotes the space of polynomials of degree less or equal
than 1 on one single element domain Ωe. We have:

P 1(Ωe) = {a+ bx, a, b ∈ R}. (3.24)

RT 0(Ωe) stands for the lowest order Raviart-Thomas element [84] and is
defined on one single element Ωe as

RT 0(Ωe) = {(a+ bx, c+ by), a, b, c ∈ R}. (3.25)

M0(Ωe) denotes the function space that is constant on element Ωe. There-
fore, the spatial discretizations on one single element Ωe are derived:

(δxh)x =
4∑
i=1

ϕiδxi, (3.26)

(δxh)y =
4∑
i=1

ϕiδyi, (3.27)

δQh =
4∑
i=1

υiδQi, (3.28)

δµh = Ψ, (3.29)

where ϕi and υi are basis functions of the function spaces P 1
0 (Qh) and

RT 0
−1(Qh) and Ψ is an arbitrary constant.

The isoparametric concept has been invoked for the basis functions ϕi
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and υi. The basis functions on the reference domain (x̂, ŷ) are given as:

ϕ̂1(x̂, ŷ) = 1
4(1− x̂)(1− ŷ), (3.30)

ϕ̂2(x̂, ŷ) = 1
4(1 + x̂)(1− ŷ), (3.31)

ϕ̂3(x̂, ŷ) = 1
4(1 + x̂)(1 + ŷ), (3.32)

ϕ̂4(x̂, ŷ) = 1
4(1− x̂)(1 + ŷ), (3.33)

υ̂1(x̂, ŷ) =
(

0
ŷ−1

4

)
, (3.34)

υ̂2(x̂, ŷ) =
(

1+x̂
4
0

)
, (3.35)

υ̂3(x̂, ŷ) =
(

0
1+ŷ

4

)
, (3.36)

υ̂4(x̂, ŷ) =
(
x̂−1

4
0

)
. (3.37)

For Raviart-Thomas element basis function υi, the transformation between
the reference domain (x̂, ŷ) and the real domain (X,Y ) follows Piola trans-
formation:

υi = (det M)−1Mυ̂i(x̂, ŷ), (3.38)

where M is the affine mapping matrix from the reference domain to the
real domain. Such a transformation guarantees that the integration of flux
on each edges stays the same as in the reference domain and in the real
domain [13].

Finally, based on the discretization details we presented above, the ma-
trix form of the system on the element level is derived as:

 A 0 B
0 ∆tC ∆tD
BT ∆tDT 0


 ~δx
~δQ
δµ

 =

 F1
∆tF2
∆tF3

 , (3.39)
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where for i, j = 1, ..., 4

Aij =
∫

Ωe
[(∇0ϕi)T S̃∇0ϕjI + ET

i : C : Ej ]dV, (3.40)

Bi = −
∫

Ωe
J̃F−1∇0ϕidV, (3.41)

Cij =
∫

Ωe
υTi K−1υjdV, (3.42)

D = [−1,−1,−1,−1]T , (3.43)

(F1)i = −
∫

Ωe
ET
i S̃dV, (3.44)

(F2)i = −
∫

Ωe
υTi K−1Q̃dV + µ̃, (3.45)

F3 = 1
∆t

∫
Ωe

(−Jn−1 + J̃)dV +
4∑
i=1

Q̃i, (3.46)

~δx = [δx1 δy1 δx2 δy2 δx3 δy3 δx4 δy4]T , (3.47)
~δQ = [δQ1 δQ2 δQ3 δQ4]T . (3.48)

Remarks In poroelasticity, locking (which often manifests itself as spu-
rious pressure oscillation) receives a considerable amount of attention over
the years. Locking has been proved to be related to the violation of inf-sup
condition for the coupling discrete element spaces [32]. Numerous work
has been done to unveil the cause of locking and its numerical remedy
[117, 82, 5, 42]. As Haga et al.[42] argued that for (more than two fields)
mixed formulation, the coupling between stable element spaces should sat-
isfy individual problems. In our three-field formulation, there are two pairs
of coupling in consideration: chemical potential-flux and displacement-
chemical potential. For the chemical potential-flux pair, we have chosen the
well-known stable pair P0/RT0 for Darcy flow problem, which conveniently
also possesses local mass conservation property. As to the displacement-
chemical potential pair, as heuristically explained by Philips and Wheeler
[83], care needs to be taken at the beginning of the deformation of a porous
medium when a small time step and low permeability are considered in
poroelasticity. Basically, the divergence of the displacement is close to zero
due to the incompressibility constraint on the solid matrix. Extension from
infinitesimal strain to finite strain is straightforward.

In our formulation, the incompressibility constraint (Eq.2.23) has been
implicitly included in the fluid mass conservation equation. As a matter of
fact, the infinitesimal volume change of gel δJ is approximated by ∇ · x.
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Combining with a small time step (δt) and low permeability (k), the fluid
mass conservation equation is reduced to a constraint on the position field
x at the beginning stage of the swelling simulation:

∇ · x ≈ 0. (3.49)

It is well-known that for such a constraint, the current discrete element
space combination P1/P0 is unstable [13, 32]. Hence, to avoid locking,
different element spaces combinations (for example, P2/P0 or P2/P1) or
stabilization techniques need to be applied. However, since finite swelling
simulations stay quite far away from incompressibility constraint except for
the very beginning stage, we assess the impact of such an unstable pair on
the simulation by means of a numerical example presented in Section 6.2.3.

3.4 Hybridization of the system

So far, the search function space we applied in the discretization for the
flux field is RT 0

−1 (bigger) instead of RT 0
0 (smaller). For a function that

is in RT 0
−1 to be also in RT 0

0 , a necessary and sufficient condition is that
the normal flow across the edge between the neighboring elements is con-
tinuous [13]. There are several ways to implement such a constraint [2].
Here we adopt the Lagrange multiplier method. By introducing a new
variable λ with the physical meaning chemical potential on edges as La-
grange multiplier, the constraint mentioned above is enforced. One of the
advantages of such an implementation is that by means of static condensa-
tion the total number of unknowns is eventually reduced from (x,Q, µ, λ)
to (x, λ), which leads to improvement in computational efficiency. Besides,
for such an implementation no extra information like edge orientations is
needed and therefore is more desirable when mesh structure is complex. In
what follows, we show how the system becomes "hybrid" by introducing a
Lagrange multiplier λ.

Firstly, we define the discretized approximation space for λ:

λh ∈ Λ = L0
0(Qh), (3.50)

where L0
0(Qh) denotes the set of functions that are constant on each edge

e of the decomposition Qh. Next, to incorporate boundary conditions, we
define

Λµext,D = {λh|λh ∈ Λ,
∫
e
(λh − µext)ds = 0,∀e ∈ Qh ∩ ΓµD}, (3.51)
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which indicates that λh has to satisfy the Dirichlet boundary condition of µ.
The rationale of hybridization can be summarized in the following result:
let (Qh, µh) ∈ (RT 0

0 (Qh),M0
−1(Qh)) be the solution of the system:∫

Ω0
K−1Qh · Q̄hdV −

∫
Ω0
µh∇0 · Q̄hdV = µD

∫
ΓµD

Q̄h · ndΓ, (3.52)

−
∫

Ω0
∇0 ·Qhµ̄hdV =

∫
Ω0

DJ

Dt
µ̄hdV, (3.53)

for any given function J(X, t) that satisfies DJ
Dt (X, t) ∈ L2(Ω), ∀t. Then,

according to [13] Theorem 1.1 p.180, there exists a unique λh ∈ Λµext,D
satisfying:∫

Ω0
K−1Qh · Q̄hdV −

∫
Ω0
µh∇0 · Q̄hdV =

∑
K∈Qh

∫
∂K

λhQ̄h · ndΓ. (3.54)

for any Q̄h ∈ RT 0
−1(Qh). Moreover, (Qh, µh, λh) ∈ (RT 0

−1(Qh),M0
−1(Qh),Λµext,D)

is the solution of the following "hybrid" system:∫
Ω0

K−1Qh · Q̄hdV −
∫

Ω0
µh∇0 · Q̄hdV =

∑
K∈Qh

∫
∂K

λhQ̄h · ndΓ, (3.55)

−
∫

Ω0
∇0 ·Qhµ̄hdV =

∫
Ω0

DJ

Dt
µ̄hdV, (3.56)∑

K∈Qh

∫
∂K

Qh · nλ̄hdΓ = 0, (3.57)

for any (Q̄h, µ̄h, λ̄h) ∈ (RT 0
−1(Th),M0

−1(Th),Λ0,D) is also the solution of
(3.52)-(3.53). Therefore, by introducing the Lagrange multiplier λ, the
continuity of the normal flow is guaranteed and we are assured that the
solution is found in the correct function space.

In terms of implementation, given the approximation of δλh on one
single element Ωe:

δλh =
4∑
i=1

ηiδλi, (3.58)

where ηi’s are constant on ei ∈ ∂Ωe, the system of equations (3.39) is
extended to 

A 0 B 0
0 ∆tC ∆tD ∆tE
BT ∆tDT 0 0
0 ∆tET 0 0



~δx
~δQ
δµ,
~δλ

 =


F1

∆tF2
∆tF3
∆tF4

 , (3.59)
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where

E =
(

1 0
0 1

)
, (3.60)

(F2)i = −
∫

Ωe
υTi K−1Q̃dV + µ̃− λ̃i, (3.61)

(F4)i = −Q̃i, (3.62)
~δλ = [δλ1 δλ2 δλ3 δλ4]T . (3.63)

After applying static condensation, we end end up solving the following
(much smaller) system:(

A1 A2
AT2 A3

)(
~δx
~δλ

)
=
(
F1
F2

)
, (3.64)

where

A1 = A+ 1
∆tB(DTC−1D)−1BT , (3.65)

A2 = −B(DTC−1D)−1DTC−1E , (3.66)
A3 = ∆tETC−1D(DTC−1D)−1DTC−1E −∆tETC−1E , (3.67)
F1 = F1 + B(DTC−1D)−1F3 − B(DTC−1D)−1DTC−1F2, (3.68)
F2 = ∆tF4 −∆tETC−1F2 −∆tC−1D(DTC−1D)−1F3 (3.69)

+ ∆tC−1D(DTC−1D)−1DTC−1F2. (3.70)

Note that A1 and A3 are proven to be symmetric positive definite matrices
[72].
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4
Simulation results

Abstract
In this chapter, we present various numerical simulation results produced
by the MHFEMmodel presented in the previous chapter. Depending on the
spatial dimensions, the simulations can be grouped into three categories:
one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations. For
each dimension, we first verify our simulated solution by comparing to
the analytical solution of a classic problem in poroelasticity. Next, we
present the (confined and free) swelling simulation results with different
initial geometries. We start from regular ones (for example, a square or a
circle) and eventually move up to an irregular geometry in three dimensions
derived from the scan of a real-life SAPs particle. The main simulation
scenario is free swelling. Other fluid-deformation coupled scenarios (for
example, squeezing a swollen particle) are also presented. We conclude
from the results that MHFEM is a robust numerical solution applicable
to a wide range of parameters and produces physical and reliable results.
We also carried out swelling simulations with certain geometric constraints
in which swelling-induced surface instabilities are observed. However, we
devote surface instability related discussions to the next chapter.
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This chapter is devoted to the presentation of various simulation results
that are produced by the simulation engine developed in this work. In
order to give readers a comprehensive idea about the capability of the sim-
ulation engine, we incorporate as much interesting and relevant simulation
scenarios as possible in 1D, 2D and 3D.

Before presenting complex three-dimensional swelling results, we first
verify the calculated solution with well-known analytical solutions of three
classic problems in poroelasticity. Specifically, we verify our simulation so-
lutions again Terzaghi’s problem [98, 97], Mandel’s problem [74] and Cryer’s
problem [24] in one, two and three dimensions respectively. Moreover, to
verify results in finite deformation regime, a semi-analytical solution pro-
vided by MATLAB internal PDE solver is presented in one dimension for
confined swelling simulations serving as a benchmark.

After observing good agreement between simulation and analytical so-
lutions, we continue with swelling simulations in (extremely) large deforma-
tion regime in multi-dimensions. The material parameter used throughout
this chapter is given in Table 4.1. We have chosen the values of the pa-
rameters to be within the range of that of industrially widely used SAPs
particles. For example, the shear modulus is taken to be 15 kPa [31] and the
outer solution concentration is that sodium concentration in a physiological
solution.

Table 4.1: Model parameters

Parameters value unit
Shear modulus G 0.015 N/mm2

Initial hydraulic permeability k0 10−3 mm4/(Ns)
Initial porosity φf,0 0.83
Universal gas constant R 293 K
Osmotic coefficient Γ 1
Initial fixed charge density cfc

0 3.32× 10−4 mol/ml
Outer solution concentration c̄ 1.54× 10−4 mol/ml

Beginning with regular geometries (circle, square, sphere and cube),
eventually, we handle the highly irregular geometries derived from the scan
of a real-life SAPs particle. This chapter is divided into three sections which
deal with one-dimension, two -dimension and three dimension problems
respectively.
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4.1 One-dimensional simulation results

In this section, we first verify our simulation solution against the analytical
solution of Terzaghi’s problem. Next, we carry out simulations of con-
solidation and confined swelling with finite deformation. Note that the
simulation setting is for Terzaghi’s problem is three-dimensional and for
confined swelling is two dimensional, but by restricting deformations to
only one dimension, they are equivalent to one-dimensional simulations.
At last, solutions based on a MATLAB internal PDE solver are presented
and compared with the simulation solution.

4.1.1 Solution verification: Terzaghi’s problem

We first carry out simulations of the Terzaghi’s problem [98, 97] for the
verification purpose. Tezeghi’s problem is a one-dimensional consolidation
problem: a soil sample confined by a circular ring. A constant vertical
load is applied on the upper surface of the sample. The lower surface is
impermeable and the upper surface is fully drained. The deformation of
the sample is measured. This is a classic problem in poroelasticity and its
anaytical solution is well known [106]:

p

p0
= 4
π

∞∑
k=1

(−1)k−1

2k − 1 cos[(2k − 1)π2
z

h
] exp[−(2k − 1)2π

2

4
cυt

h2 ], (4.1)

where p and p0 are the pore pressure and its initial value. For incompressible
solid and fluid, p0 equals the load applied. cυ is the consolidation coefficient:

cυ = k

mυ
, (4.2)

where k is the permeability and mυ is the confined compressibility calcu-
lated by 1/(K + 4

3G) with K to be the bulk modulus.
In our simulation setting, a cubic shape of the sample is assumed. We

compress the sample in the z-direction (0.01 MPa) and disallow any dis-
placement in the x- and y-directions. Fluid drainage happens at the upper
surface and the lower surface is impermeable. Note that in Terzaghi’s
problem there are no fixed charge groups involved. Therefore, the chemi-
cal potential is reduced to fluid pressure. Moreover, in order to limit the
deformation to infinitesimal, We increase the shear modulus by 200 times
(30 MPa). Fig. 4.1 plots the pressure profiles of simulation and analytical
solutions at two different moments. Good agreements are observed.
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Figure 4.1: Analytical and simulation solutions of the pressure profile along the
z-direction at time t=0.3 s and t=0.1 s

4.1.2 Confined swelling and consolidation with comparison
to MATLAB solutions

Having observed good agreements between analytical solution and sim-
ulation solution for Terzaghi’s problem, we move on to the finite defor-
mation regime. In this section, we carry out two simulations: confined
consolidation and confined swelling. Note that the simulation setting is
two-dimensional but we disallow any movement in the x-direction. The
simulation set up is given in Fig. 4.2. A rectangular sample lies on a glass
filter where fluid exchange happens. The upper and lateral sides are im-
permeable. In the consolidation simulation, constant load (0.02 MPa) is
applied via the piston. For the swelling simulation, the upper surface of
free traction. From the simulation results, we plot the trajectory of the top
surface (deformation) and the chemical potential at the top surface (pres-
sure). These results will be presented later together with the MATLAB
solution. For all simulations, the mesh size was 0.01 mm and we recorded
the dynamic values of the variables of interest in the first 5000 s in 250
evenly divided time steps.

Next to the simulation solution, a semi-analytical MATLAB solution
was developed to verify the accuracy of the solution in finite deformation.
The derivation of such a MATLAB solution is presented below.

Firstly, the (nonlinear) governing equations are simplified to 1D (specif-
ically, the y-direction) form. Basically, deformation tensor F is reduced to
volume ratio J , thus the governing equations can be written in terms of J
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Figure 4.2: Simulation setting illustration of confined consolidation and swelling

and µ, as:

σeff (J)− µ− π(J) = 0, (4.3)
∂J

∂t
− ∂

∂y
( k
J

∂µ

∂y
) = 0, (4.4)

where

σeff (J) = −G6
ln(J)
J

[
−1 + 3(J + φs,0)

(−J + φs,0) + 3 ln(J)Jφs,0
(−J + φs,0)2

]
, (4.5)

π(J) = RTΓ

√
4(cex)2 + ( cfc0 ϕ0

ϕ0 + J − 1)2. (4.6)

Equation (4.3) expresses the linear momentum balance for free swelling case
(no surface compression/traction applied). In the case of consolidation,
equation (4.3) needs to be adapted to:

σeff (J)− µ− π(J) = Fext, (4.7)

where Fext is the magnitude of the load applied via the piston. Equation
(4.4) is the fluid content conservation equation with Darcy’s law incorpo-
rated. Substituting µ in (4.4), using (4.3), a parabolic (nonlinear) partial
differential equation of J is derived:

∂J

∂t
− ∂

∂y
( k
J

∂(σeff − π)
∂y

) = 0. (4.8)

The initial condition (for consolidation as well as free swelling) is:

J(y, 0) = 1, ∀0 ≤ y ≤ 1. (4.9)
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Boundary conditions for the consolidation simulation are:

− k
J

∂

∂y
(σeff − π)(J(1, t)) = 0, (4.10)

σeff (J(0, t))− π(J(0, t)) = −2RTcex0 . (4.11)

Their physical meaning is: at y = 1, no flow boundary condition; at y = 0
the sample is in touch with the outer solution whose chemical potential
is constant −2RTcex0 . Note that the value of cex0 is chosen so that at the
initial state the gel is at "stress-free" state. Therefore, cex0 needs to satisfy
the following equation:

2RTcex0 = RTΓ
√

(cfc0 )2 + 4(cex0 )2. (4.12)

Given the parameters from Table 6.1, the value of cex0 is calculated to be
0.0371 mol/ml.

Similarly, boundary conditions for confined swelling simulations are:

− k
J

∂

∂y
(σeff − π)(J(1, t)) = 0, (4.13)

σeff (J(0, t))− π(J(0, t)) = −2RT c̄. (4.14)

Their physical meaning is: at y = 1, no flow boundary condition; at y = 0
the sample is in touch of the outer solution whose chemical potential is
constant −2RT c̄.

Such a nonlinear parabolic type differential equation (Eq.4.8) can also
be solved by a MATLAB internal solver "pdepe". Just like the simulation
results, the top surface (y = 1) trajectory and chemical potential of the
top nodes are calculated and plotted. Fig. 4.3 presents the comparison
results of MATLAB solution (*) and MHFE solution (-) of the consolidation
simulation. Fig. 4.3a shows that the chemical potential at the top surface
monotonically decreases over time with some delay at the beginning. This
delay can be explained by the fact that it takes time for the fluid in the
gel to drain out through the bottom side. The trajectory plot (Fig. 4.3b)
shows that the decrease of height happens faster at the earlier stage than
later. In a similar fashion, we present the comparison results from the
confined swelling simulation (Fig. 4.4), where the increase of sample height
and chemical potential were observed. For both simulation scenarios, we
conclude that the MHFE solutions match the MATLAB solutions very well.
We also verified the situation where permeability k is strain-dependent.
Following the same procedure, good agreement between simulation results
and MATLAB solution were also observed (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.3: One-dimension consolidation MHFE solution (-) and MATLAB so-
lution (*)
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Figure 4.4: One-dimension confined swelling MHFE solution (-) and MATLAB
solution (*)

4.2 Two-dimensional simulation results

In this section, two dimensional simulation results are presented. Mandel’s
problem verification, free swelling of square-shaped and circular gel are sim-
ulated. Besides the geometry deformation, chemical potential and stresses
contour plots are presented to give readers a comprehensive understanding
of the swelling results.

4.2.1 Solution verification: Mandel’s problem

In Mandel’s problem, a rectangular soil sample (with length a) is under
constant compression q from the top surface. The top and bottom surfaces
are impermeable, thus the fluid is drained from the lateral sides. In the
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Figure 4.5: One-dimension confined swelling with strain-dependent permeability
MHFE solution (-) and MATLAB solution (*)

case of incompressible fluid and solid, the analytical solution is given by
[106]:

p = qη
∞∑
j=1

cos(ξx/a)− cos(ξj)
cos(ξj)− sin(ξj)/ξj + 2ηξj sin(ξj)

exp(−ξ2
j cυt/a

2), (4.15)

where cυ is the consolidation coefficient, η equals K+4/3G
2G and ξj is the root

of the following equation between (j − 1)π and (j − 1)π + 1
2π:

sin(ξ)/ξ − 2 ∗ η cos(ξ) = 0. (4.16)

We carried out simulations according to the scenario described above
with shear modulus being 30 MPa and q equals 0.1. The simulated pressure
and pressure calculated according to the analytical solution are plotted at
two moments in Fig. 4.6.

As we can see, the numerical results match the analytical solution very
well and both of them captured the well-known overshooting of pressure
(larger than the applied load) in the middle at the beginning stage of the
compression.

4.2.2 Free swelling of a gel square

Due to symmetry reasons, in this section, the free swelling of a quarter of a
gel square OABC (Fig. 4.7) was simulated. The boundary conditions were
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Figure 4.7: Initial geometry (1 mm× 1 mm): edge OA fixed in y direction, edge
OC fixed in x-direction, edge BA and CA are in touch with the other solution.
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prescribed as follows:

x(X, t) = 0 on ΓuD × [0, T ], (4.17)
T(X, t) · n = 0 on ΓuN × [0, T ], (4.18)

µ(X, t) = µext on ΓµD × [0, T ], (4.19)
Q(X, t) · n = 0 on ΓµN × [0, T ], (4.20)

where µext denotes the chemical potential in the external solution and
equals −2RT c̄; ΓuD represents OA in the y-direction and OC in the x-
direction; ΓuN contains AB and BC; ΓµD contains AB and BC; ΓµN contains
OA and OC. The initial conditions were:

x(X, 0) = X0, (4.21)
µ(X, 0) = π0, (4.22)

where π0 = −RTΓ
√

(cfc0 )2 + 4(c̄)2. The outer solution concentration c̄

was set to be 4.25 × 10−5 mol/ml. The quater was discretized by 20 × 20
quadrilateral elements and we used an adaptive time step size.

The chemical potential contour plots at four different moments are given
in Fig.4.8. The color indicates the magnitude of the chemical potential.
They showed that fluid permeation started from the two edges (AB and
CB) and gradually reached the core. The square shape of OABC was
temporarily lost due to the faster swelling area near node B comparing to
node A and C. At the equilibrium state (td → ∞) the square shape was
recovered.

Besides chemical potential distribution, maximum and minimum stresses
distribution gives a good indication of stress distribution during transient
swelling. Note that between the two parts of stress (effective stress and hy-
draulic pressure), only the effective stress contributes to the deformation.
Using the proposed numerical model, the magnitude of the maximum and
minimum normal stresses and maximum shear stress distribution over the
sample can be calculated (Fig. 4.9). It is observed that the maximum nor-
mal stress appears near node A and C along the edges that are in touch with
the outer solution. Similar observation can be made for minimum normal
stress. The maximum normal stresses are tensile stress (positive values)
and the minimum stresses are compressive stresses (negative values). As to
the maximum shear stresses, near nodes C and A the sample sustains the
highest shear stresses and near origin O and node B the lowest.
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Figure 4.8: Free swelling of a quarter of a square gel: chemical potential contour
at four moments

4.2.3 Free swelling of a circular gel

Next, we investigate gels with a circular shape. Only a quarter of the circle
(OAB) is simulated due to symmetry reasons (Fig. 4.10). The boundary
conditions are the same as for the square except that ΓuD represents OA
in x-direction and OB in the y-direction; ΓuN and ΓµD represent curve AB;
ΓµN contains OA and OB. The domain is discretized by 163 quadrilateral
elements with time step taken to be same as for the square case.

Unlike in the square simulation, the shape of OAB stays unchanged
during swelling (Fig. 4.11). The extremal effective stresses plot (Fig. 4.12)
shows that at the transient state the maximum normal and shear stresses
are largest along the outer boundary and gradually decrease towards the
core. The opposite holds true for the minimum normal stress, where the
largest minimum normal stress is at the core and decreases as the radius
increases.
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Figure 4.9: Extremal stresses distribution over the gel at td = 1274.3
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Figure 4.10: Initial geometry (radius 0.25 mm): edge OA fixed in x-direction,
edge OB fixed in y-direction, curve AB is in touch with other solution.
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Figure 4.11: Free swelling of a quarter of a square: chemical potential contour
plots at four moments
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Figure 4.12: Extremal stresses distribution over the sample at td = 96.8

4.3 Three-dimensional simulation results
In this section, we present three-dimensional results. First, we verified
the simulation solution with a classic problem in poroelasticity in three
dimensions. In this case, it is the Cryer’s problem. Next, we present the
simulation results of a swelling gel sphere, a swelling realistic gel particle
and squeezing a gel cube. All of the parameters used in the simulation is
given in Table 6.1. The strain-dependent permeability is also implemented
in all simulations according to Equation (2.31) with β = 1.5.

4.3.1 Solution verification: Cryer’s problem

In Cryper’s problem [24], a spherical soil (radius a) sample is subjected to
a constant pressure q from all around while drainage happens at its outer
boundary. Cryer’s original solution calculated the pressure at the middle
of the sphere (pc) and is given as [106]:

pc
q

= η
∞∑
j=1

sin ξj − ξj
ηξj cos ξj/2 + (η − 1) sin ξj

exp(−ξ2
j cυt/a

2), (4.23)

where η = (K + 4/3G)/2G, cυ is the consolidation coefficient and ξj are
the positive roots of the following equation:

(1− η
ξ2
j

2 ) tan ξj = ξj . (4.24)

Typically, there is an increase of pore pressure (the Mandel-Cryer effect)
overshooting the applied constant pressure at the center of the sample. The
increment of total stress at the core is caused by the sudden shrink of the
outer ring of the sample. We carried out numerical simulations to capture
such a phenomenon. Just as in previous sections, the shear modulus is
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chosen to be 30 MPa and q equals 0.1 MPa. In Fig. 4.13 the simulation
solution is compared to the analytical one in terms of the pore pressure
evolution at the center for two different Poisson’s ratios. For both Poisson’s
ratios, the initial overshooting was captured. Numerical simulation is able
to match the analytical solutions in all stages of the squeezing.
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Figure 4.13: Analytical and simulation solutions of the time evolution of the
pressure at the center of the sample

4.3.2 Free swelling of a quadrant of a spherical gel

Now let us turn our attention to the free swelling of a spherical gel par-
titioned into eight quadrants (Fig. 4.14). Due to symmetry reasons, the
simulation of a full sphere can be reduced to a quadrant. The initial radius
r0 equals 0.25 mm and is discretized by 2560 linear hexahedral elements
(Fig. 4.14). Note that the outer solution concentration (c̄) in this case is
taken to be 10 times lower than the value given in Table 6.1. The pur-
pose is to demonstrate the capability of the current simulation engine in
extremely large deformation. The swelling ratio at the equilibrium state is
about 70.7.

Figure 4.14: Spherical gel geometry

Boundary conditions are prescribed as follows: µ = −2RT c̄ for all el-
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ements on the outer surface; Origin O (in all three dimensions) and one
cutting plane of one of the quadrants (in its initial 2D plane) are fixed to
avoid rigid motions. Initial conditions are: µ = −RTΓ

√
(cfc0 )2 + 4c̄2 and

x = X0.
The location, magnitude and direction of extremal stresses (maximal

and minimal principal and shear stress) are useful to be identified in struc-
ture design. Above a certain limit of these stresses, material failure might
occur (e.g. the initiation of fracture). In Fig. 4.15, the distribution of nor-
malized maximal principal stress at the surface at four different transient
swelling moments was plotted. We plotted the extremal stress distribution
on the outer surface (not in the depth direction) since the outer surface
swells first and experiences the largest local deformation and represents,
therefore, the whole range of extremal stresses. Fig. 4.15 shows that the
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Figure 4.15: Maximal principal stress on the gel sphere at different moments

maximal principal stresses tend to be uniform over the sphere surface as
the swelling continues. The distribution of the stresses in transient states
exhibits quadrant-wise symmetry. The authors speculate that the loss of
uniformity over the surface is related to physical surface instabilities. More-
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over, Fig. 4.15(b) indicates that the spherical shape was temporarily re-
placed by a shape resembling a rounded cube. Later, the maximal principal
stress evolved into a hexahedral spherical harmonic buckling mode (Fig.
4.15(c)).
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Figure 4.16: Normalized chemical potential in the gel sphere at different mo-
ments

Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 present the normalized chemical potential and
permeability in the depth direction during transient swelling respectively.
For both chemical potential and permeability, the outer surface has the
largest value and gradually decreases along the radius to the inner core.
The transient swelling states exhibited strong inhomogeneity in terms of
chemical potential and permeability. For example, in Fig. 4.17(b), the
permeability at a certain part of the outer surface is more than eight times
larger than the core. One exception is shown in Fig. 4.16(a) in terms of
monotonic decreasing of chemical potential from the surface to the core.
Given a closer look at the chemical distribution at the very beginning of
the swelling, the lowest chemical potential appears not in the core but the
layer underneath the top surface. An intuitive explanation is that at the
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Figure 4.17: Normalized permeability in the gel sphere at different moments

moment right after the sample starts to swell, the inner core is still dry
and undeformed, as a result of which, the pressure related to the expansion
of the outer surface is applied to the neighboring layer which leads to the
lowest chemical potential of the whole sample. This phenomenon is similar
to the well-known Mandel-Cryer effect in poroelasticity, which described
the non-monotonic response of pressure to external loading [44].

4.3.3 Free swelling of a quadrant of an irregular-shaped gel
particle

Now we move on to the simulation of particles with random shapes. To get
as close to the reality as possible, we choose to simulate particles derived
from the scanning of real-life SAPs particles. The SAPs particles were
measured in a micro-CT setup with 6µm resolution. They were put on a
Petri disk such that they did not touch any other particles. Then they were
imaged to obtain a stack of 2-dimensional images. Then they were imported
into avizo image analyzing software, where the surface plots were extracted.
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Figure 4.18: Tetrahedral mesh on an SAPs particle

We then made use of the commercial FEM simulation software ABAQUS
to recover their volumetric geometries and generate a tetrahedral mesh on
them. Due to the irregularity of the geometry, the tetrahedral element was
the only available option for automatic mesh generation.

We chose 10-node quadratic tetrahedral elements (instead of 4-node lin-
ear tetrahedra) since it is reported that they perform better than the linear
ones and have equivalent performance as the linear hexahedral element in
stress analysis [94]. One example of the (meshed) particle geometries is
given in Fig. 4.18. Although there is no longer symmetry preserved in such
a geometry, we divide the gel domain into eight (approximately equal-sized)
quadrants. As the first attempt, we simulate a quadrant of such a complex
geometry (Fig. 4.19) using 365 quadratic tetrahedral elements.
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Figure 4.19: Tetrahedral mesh on a quadrant of an SAPs particle

The outer three-dimensional and irregular surface (where node A,B,C
are in) is in contact with the outer solution. The swelling ratio in the equi-
librium state is about 12.34. The outer (irregular) surface assumes Dirichlet
boundary condition (ΓµD) for chemical potential (µ = −2RT c̄). The inner
surfaces (OAB,OBC,OAC) takes no flow boundary conditions (ΓµN ). The
symmetry requirement for the position field asks for no displacement in the
z-direction for surface OAB, no displacement in the x-direction for surface
OAC and no displacement in the y-direction for surface OCB. At the end,
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the whole sample has traction free boundary conditions. To sum up, we
have: {

x(X, t) = X0 on ΓuD × [0, T ],
T(X, t) · n = 0 on ΓuN × [0, T ], (4.25)

and {
µ(X, t) = −2RT c̄ on ΓµD × [0, T ],

Q(X, t) · n = 0 on ΓµN × [0, T ], (4.26)

The initial conditions are:

x(X, 0) = X0, (4.27)

µ(X, 0) = −RTΓ
√

(cfc0 )2 + 4c̄2. (4.28)

The chemical potential distribution at four different moments is given in
Fig. 4.20. Just like we observed in the spherical gel simulations, the higher
chemical potential started from the outer surface and gradually decreased
along the radius to the core. At the equilibrium state, the lowered chemical
potential is uniform over the particle again. Fig. 4.21 plots the stresses dis-
tribution over the sample at the beginning stage. Specifically, the nominal
stress in x,y,z-direction and shear stress in xz-direction. From the figure, we
could see that for the nominal stress is more dominant than shear stress at
that stage of swelling. Also, the nominal stresses are the largest at the outer
corner in that direction, which fits our intuitive understanding of swelling.
The point is that the numerical simulation provides its user quantitative
information that can be deployed for further development.

4.3.4 Squeezing a cubic gel

In this subsection, we discretize a cubic gel by 6 × 6 × 6 linear hexahe-
dral elements and let it subject to compressive forces in all six faces to
simulate the mechanical squeezing of the gel. The gel was initially in the
stress-free state and in equilibrium with the outer solution (with the con-
centration cex0 = 0.037 mol/ml). All six faces of the cube were capable of
fluid exchange with the outer solution and were subjected to the inward
normal compressive surface forces. Specifically, the boundary conditions
are specified as: {

x(X, t) = X0 on ΓuD × [0, T ],
T(X, t) · n = Fext on ΓuN × [0, T ], (4.29)

and {
µ(X, t) = 0 on ΓµD × [0, T ],

Q(X, t) · n = 0 on ΓµN × [0, T ], (4.30)
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Figure 4.20: Chemical potential on the gel particle at different moments

where ‖Fext‖ = 0.03 N/mm2 denotes the magnitude of the compressive
force. The initial conditions are:

x(X, 0) = X0, (4.31)
µ(X, 0) = ‖Fext‖. (4.32)

The chemical potential contour of the cubic gel at initial, transient and
equilibrium states are plotted in Fig. 4.22. At very first moment, the chem-
ical potential was uniform and equaled the applied force (Fig. 4.22(a)).
Under squeezing, the outermost corner nodes underwent the fastest de-
formations since they suffered from the compressive forces from all three
directions. However, as it took time for the solvent to flow out of the gel,
the compressive force also led to a temporary bulging on each face as in-
dicated in Fig. 4.22(b) and Fig. 4.22(c). Eventually, as the solvent got
completely depleted (chemical potential equals zero uniformly), the com-
pressive forces were completely applied on the solid skeleton and the cubic
shape was recovered as shown in Fig. 4.22(d).
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(a) Nominal stress in the x-direction
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(b) Nominal stress in the y-direction
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(c) Nominal stress in the z-direction
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(d) Shear stress in the xz-direction

Figure 4.21: Stresses distributions over the particle at t=0.05 s

4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented various simulation results in 1D, 2D and
3D. For each dimension, we started with the verification with the known an-
alytical solution of a classic poroelasticity problem. Good agreements were
observed between simulation results and analytical solutions. Next, we
moved on to simulations which involve extremely large deformations. The
confined swelling simulation in one dimension was compared to a MATLAB-
calculated solution. Also there, good agreement was achieved. The main
simulation scenario we focused on is free swelling; while consolidation and
squeezing a swollen were also successfully simulated. In terms of results
representation (in 2D and 3D mainly), besides deformations, chemical po-
tential and stress distributions contour plots are presented. The chemical
potential distribution gives a good indication on the progress of the fluid
permeation and stress distributions are useful information for further stress
analysis. For the results that could not be quantitatively verified, we have
shown that they fit our intuition and physically make sense.
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Figure 4.22: Chemical potential in a cubic gel at initial, during squeezing and
equilibrium states



5
Swelling-induced surface instabili-
ties investigation

Abstract
Mechanical surface instabilities of soft materials have been explored for a
wide range of applications. Complex pattern formation due to wrinkling has
great potential in various fields. In this chapter, we investigate the onset
of surface instabilities induced by swelling using a numerical approach,
specifically, using the numerical model proposed in this work. First of
all, an analytical result based on linear perturbation theory is presented.
Next, observations related to the simulation of a thin gel slab fixed onto
a rigid surface in 2D are discussed. At last, we show that experimental
results (both in 2D and 3D) related to surface instabilities are successfully
replicated by simulations, which serves as a demonstration of the capability
of the numerical model in studying swelling-induced surface instabilities.

Adapted from: C.Yu, K.Malakpoor, J.M.Huyghe,(2018). A three-dimensional transient mixed hybrid finite
element model for superabsorbent polymers with strain-dependent permeability. Accepted by Soft Matter.
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Instabilities are commonplace in our daily life, for example, wavy pat-
terns of the leaves [34] and wrinkling of the human skin. People used to
avoid instabilities and study them as failure mechanics. However, thanks to
the recent advances in the material science and manufacturing technologies,
the buckling instabilities of soft materials (such as elastomers and hydro-
gels) are exploited, leading to many interesting applications [114, 116].

Many studies have been dedicated to understanding the onset of the
instabilities (typically wrinkling and creasing) and pattern formation of
hydrogels induced by swelling. A pioneer work is done by Tanaka et al. [96],
who reported transient surface instability of a spherical ionized acrylamide
gel during the free swelling experiment. According to Tanaka et al.[96], the
cause for the surface instability is anisotropic osmotic pressure along the gel
radius. As the outer layer swells first, the inner core is still relatively stiff
and therefore a compressive force arises leading to the buckling of the outer
surface. Later, Bertrand et al. [7] also reported the transient appearance
of lobes during free swelling of a spherical poly-acrylamide hydrogel as the
consequence of initial small-scale roughness at the surface and the existence
of compressive (azimuthal) stress.

Besides spherical gels, the buckling behavior of thin gel films fixed on a
substrate has also been the center of the study from both theoretical and
experimental point of view. As a matter of fact, the wrinkling or creasing
of the film is caused by the same mechanism: excessive compressive stress
due to geometric constraints. Several studies applied linear perturbation
analysis to study the onset of the surface instability in the quasi-static
state under various situations [54, 55, 115]. A point perturbation method
[114] was introduced to analyze crease instability which is beyond linear
stability analysis. Experimental work of Trujillo et al.[102] suggests a com-
pressive strain of 0.33 irrespective of the gel thickness for surface-attached
polyacrylamide polymer hydrogels with a wide range of shear moduli (600
Pa-24 kPa). Guvendiren et al.[41] reported that a critical expansion ratio
of 1.12 for pattern formation of PHEMA hydrogel films with a depth-wise
crosslinking gradient. By means of simulation, Toh et al. [99] studied the
evolution of wrinkles. Kang et al. [56] reported the appearance of wrinkles
without external perturbation in a finite element swelling under geometric
constraint simulation.

In this section, a linear perturbation analysis following the work pre-
sented in [55] but using the proposed material law is presented. Next, we
make use of the MHFEM swelling model to simulate a thin gel slab swelling
fixed on a rigid substrate in two dimensions. Surface instability (typically
wrinkling) is observed. Observations related to the onset of the instabil-
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ity are summarized. At last, a three-dimensional swelling simulation of a
tubular structure with constraints is presented. The circumferential wrin-
kling behavior is qualitatively compared with experimental results [64]. In
this study, we aim to demonstrate the capability of the proposed numerical
model in simulating complex swelling-induced surface instabilities as well
as bridge the knowledge we obtained from both sources (theoretical analy-
sis and simulations) to gain a better understanding about the onset of the
buckling instability.

5.1 Linear perturbation analysis
In perturbation analysis, we perturb a swollen state thus it is essentially
a quasi-static analysis. Also, only linear contributions of the infinitesimal
perturbation are considered while the equilibrium swollen state is com-
puted from the non-linear theory. To examine the stability of the swelling
deformation, we perturb the swollen state with small perturbations in both
x and y directions, u1 and u2. The swelling is laterally confined (in the
x-direction), thus swelling is only allowed in the y-direction. Therefore,
the swollen state can be characterized by the ratio of the gel thickness in
y-direction λ.

The deformation tensor F in the perturbed state is given by:

F̃ =
(

1 + ∂u1
∂x λ∂u1

∂y
∂u2
∂x λ(1 + ∂u2

∂y )

)
. (5.1)

Thus, the volume ratio J is calculated as

J = det(F̃ ) ≈ λ(1 + ε), (5.2)

where ε = ∂u1
∂x + ∂u2

∂y . Demanding the linear momentum balance to hold at
the perturbed state, we have:

T̃ = 0, (5.3)

where T̃ is the first Piola-Kirchoff stress in the perturbed state. Note that
for the perturbed stress tensor, only the effective part is modified based
on the perturbation. The hydraulic pressure part p stays unchanged and
satisfies the equilibrium condition at the unperturbed state:

σeff − pI = 0. (5.4)

Using Fourier transform to solve equation (5.3), following the derivation
presented in [55], one can derive critical swelling ratio λcr by solving the
following nonlinear equation:
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det


1 1 1 1
−λ λ −β β

(λ+ 1
λ)ekh0 −(λ+ 1

λ)e−kh0 2βekβh −2βe−kβh
2λekh0 2λe−kh0 (λ+ 1

λ)ekβh (λ+ 1
λ)e−kβh

 = 0,

(5.5)
where k is the wave number, h0 is the initial thickness, h = λh0 is the

thickness at the unperturbed state. At last,

β =
√

(1 + λgε(λ))/(λ2 + λgε(λ)), (5.6)

where gε(λ) is nonlinear function of λ derived from the specific constitutive
relations. Using the given constitutive relations (equation 2.17), gε is given
by:

gε(λ) = −1
6

lnλ
λ
hε(λ)− 1

6( 1
λ2 −

lnλ
λ2 )h(λ) + 1

3λ
−4/3, (5.7)

where

h(λ) = −1 + 3
−λ2 + φ2

s,0 + ln(λ)λφs,0
(−λ+ φs,0)2 , (5.8)

hε(λ) = 3
φs,0λ lnλ+ φ2

s,0 lnλ+ 3φ2
s,0 − 3φs,0λ

(−λ+ φs,0)3 . (5.9)

In both analysis and simulation, we set the initial thickness h0 to be
0.5mm and initial length. In Fig. 5.1 the critical swelling ratios as function
of wave number kh0 with different initial porosity φf,0 are plotted. Just
as derived from [55], the critical swelling ratios decrease initially as the
wave number increases but stop decreasing when the wave number exceeds
a certain limit. In other words, the perturbations with longer wavelength
tend to stabilize the surface, whereas there exists a limit for the shorter
wavelength end beyond which the critical swelling ratio stays the same. On
the other hand, as the initial porosity φf,0 decreases, which correspond to
a smaller degree of swelling, the predicted critical swelling also decreases.

5.2 Swelling of a thin gel slab on a rigid substrate
in 2D

Swelling under certain constraint induces a compressive stress in the gel.
Such compressive stresses are observed in experiments [7, 96, 102, 41] and
identified as the source of surface instabilities (wrinkling and creasing).
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Figure 5.1: Critical swelling ratio curves under different initial porosity

Theoretical work based on energy analysis [46] and linear perturbation [55]
predicts the critical swelling ratio at the equilibrium state. However, surface
instabilities also happen during transient swelling. In this section, we focus
on a 2D simulation of a thin gel slab attached to a rigid surface using the
proposed swelling model. Since the gel slab is fixed in the plane and its
dimension in the plane is significantly larger than in out-of-plane direction,
the swelling will only happen in the thickness direction.

The schematic illustration of the initial geometry is given in Fig. 5.2.
The initial thickness (distance between AB) is set to be 0.5 mm. The bot-
tom side of gel slab is fixed to the rigid surface BC and with zero flux. The
top side (AD) is in touch with the outer solution (with ion concentration
2.1× 10−5 mol/ml) and traction free. On the two sides (AB and CD) sym-
metric boundary conditions apply: zero displacements, shear and flux in
the x-direction.

A D

CB

y

x

Outer solution

Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of a thin gel layer attached to a rigid surface

Using above simulation set-up, surface instabilities were observed dur-
ing transient swelling at non-equilibrium state without perturbations. Typ-
ically, the surface instabilities initially presented itself as smooth wave-like
wrinkles. As the swelling went on, the smooth waves developed into crease-
like wrinkles with deep grooves (see Fig. 5.3). However, since there was no
contact defined in the model, post-buckling behavior (creasing typically)
was not able to be captured by the current numerical model. The negative
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values of normal stress in Fig. 5.3 again verifies the compressive stress rose
during transient swelling.
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Figure 5.3: Wrinkle development at the top surface of a swelling hydrogel slab
on a rigid surface with color contour for in-plane normal effective stress σ11

Simulation-wise, the onset of surface instability is usually identified by a
sharp turn (discontinuity in differential) in the trajectories. In Fig. 5.4, the
trajectories of node D is plotted for variable permeability, constant perme-
ability and with lower fixed charge density. For the variable permeability,
we gradually increased the number of horizontal elements. That resulted in
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Figure 5.4: Trajectories of node D during swelling with different mesh sizes and
swelling conditions

the onset of surface instability. Specifically, the more horizontal elements,
the sooner the wrinkles appears. For constant permeability (less sharp in-
crease in displacement) and lower fixed charge density (smaller swelling
ratio in equilibrium), there were no surface instabilities observed through-
out the transient swelling even for a large number of elements. We note that
when the number of elements increases, the simulated critical swelling ratio
approaches the theoretical prediction of the critical swelling ratio (close to
1.4, see Fig. 5.1). This finding is in agreement with the work of Bouklas et
al. [11], where the authors also found that the instability delays depend on
the element size. We speculate that the finite dimensional approximation
of the geometry act as a "low-pass filter", where the smallest deformations
caused by surface instabilities are filtered out.

In spite of mesh-dependency and delay in the prediction of the onset
of surface instabilities using given numerical approach, simulations results
can still provide some useful insights into the influence of various swelling-
related factors on the onset of instability. In what follows, we investigate
the influence of material parameters (shear modulus, initial fixed charge
density and initial porosity) and the choice of permeability laws on the
onset of instabilities using a fixed mesh size and time step size. We also
relate our simulation results with experimental results reported different
literature.

First of all, we investigate the influence of choice of permeability laws on
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the onset of surface instabilities. Permeability laws typically influence the
speed of swelling but not the final swelling degree. A faster swelling pro-
cess should result in more local compressive stress during transient swelling.
This conclusion is supported by the simulation results. Using exactly the
same material parameters and boundary conditions, only varying the choice
of permeability laws, simulations are carried out for different initial fixed
charge densities (±50% of the standard value 3.32 × 10−4 mol/ml). Fig.
5.5 shows that simulations with variable permeability laws exhibited sur-
face instabilities during transient swelling; while with constant permeability
(which means slower volume increase, see also Fig. 5.4) there appeared no
surface instabilities throughout the swelling process and reached an equi-
librium state with a final swelling ratio ranging from 3.5 to 6.5. Note that
permeability law 1 refers to the permeability law given in equation (2.29)
withM = 2 and law 2 refers to equation (2.31) with β = 2.5. Although the
form of (variable) permeability laws are different, the swelling ratios at the
onset of instabilities were very close to each other for all the initial fixed
charge densities.
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Figure 5.5: Critical swelling ratios with different permeability laws (permeability
law 1, permeability law 2 and constant permeability) under given initial fixed
charge density range.

Next, we investigate the influence of shear modulus and initial porosity
on the onset of instabilities. A larger shear modulus suggests a stiffer gel
(usually achieved by higher cross-linking degree) and therefore leads to a
smaller swelling degree in the equilibrium state. On the other hand, a
smaller initial porosity suggests a smaller degree of swelling in equilibrium.
The double y-axis plot (Fig. 5.6) shows that there is no strict monotonic
correlation between these two parameters and the swelling ratio at the onset
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of instabilities. As a matter of fact, the swelling ratios fall pretty much into
a range between 1.45 and 1.65 for shear modulus between 6 kPa and 24
kPa and initial porosity between 0.6 and 1. The swelling ratio at the onset
of instability (or equivalently critical strain) we found here is lower than
the value reported in other literature. Specifically, Trujillo et al. [102] and
Drummond et al. [30] reported the experimental results of 2 and 2.6 for
creasing. Hong et al. [46] derived the ratio to be 2.4 analytically using
energy method. The discrepancy can be caused by the difference between
"creasing" and "wrinkles" [41, 114]. The critical conditions reported in the
literature are applicable for creasing; while the critical swelling ratio we
recorded is the first moment of irregularity in displacement, in other words,
the beginning of wrinkles.
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Figure 5.6: Swelling ratios at the onset of instabilities with various shear modulus
(blue line) and initial porosity (red line).

At last, the limit between stable and unstable states is studied. By run-
ning simulations using given shear modulus and initial fixed charge density
pair, the stable/unstable states were recorded. As shown in Fig. 5.7, to-
wards the higher shear modulus and lower fixed charge density end, the gel
slab is most likely to be stable (indicated by red circles) and the other end
(lower shear modulus and higher initial fixed charge density) to be unstable
(indicated by blue diamond shape markers). These results are in agreement
with the experimental findings reported in [102] (see Fig. 5.8), in which
the sodium acrylate content (act as fixed charge) and bisacrylamide (cross-
linker) content of a poly (acrylamide-co-sodium acrylate) hydrogels (which
determines shear modulus)were varied.
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Figure 5.7: Stability diagram indication stable/unstable pair of given shear mod-
ulus and fixed charge density. Red dot: stable, blue diamond: unstable.

Figure 5.8: Experimental results from [102]: stability diagram indicating the
region of composition space for which surface-attached poly(acrylamide-co-sodium
acrylate) hydrogels form creases.

5.3 Swelling-induced bifurcation

A swelling bifurcation experiment is reported by Zhang et al. [119]. By ex-
posing a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane with periodic circular
hole array to a solvent, the holes deform into ellipses and the interaction
between them yield a "diamond plate" pattern (see Fig. 5.9). In this sub-
section, we apply the proposed numerical model to simulate the swelling of
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Figure 5.9: (left) original poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane, (middle)
deformed PDMS membrane after casting a drop of nanoparticle/toluene solution,
(right) final state (Inset: higher magnification of an individual elliptical nanopar-
ticle deposit), reproduced from [119]

Figure 5.10: Initial geometry (2 mm× 2 mm): the radius of the circular holes is
0.2 mm. The dimensions of the gel membrane is fixed in both x and y dimensions
during swelling.

such a membrane aiming to replicate the deformation of holes qualitatively
in the experimental work by Zhang et al. [119].

The domain (Fig. 5.10) was discretized by 2926 linear quadrilateral
elements with time step 0.025 s. The outer solution concentration cex was
set to be 5.54 × 10−4 mol/ml. The chemical potential contour plots (Fig.
5.11) show the evolution of the deformation of the originally circular holes.
To be specific, in the first place, the circular holes collapsed into ellipses
of alternating directions (Fig. 5.11a). Next, as the swelling went on, the
elliptic holes further elongated themselves in their major axis directions
(Fig. 5.11b). At last, a narrowing "waist" of the elongated slits appeared
(Fig. 5.11c). The simulation using the developed numerical model could
go on until self-contact happens. However, since contact was not defined
in the numerical model, further deformation investigation was not possible.
In any case, the simulated deformations of the holes are in good agreement
with the experimental results.
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Figure 5.11: Swelling of a gel membrane with periodical holes: chemical potential
contour plots at three moments
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5.4 Swelling of a gel tube under geometric con-
straint in 3D

This example is inspired by the experimental results reported by Lee et al.
[64]. The schematic diagram of the gel tube geometry is given in Fig. 5.12.
The geometry is featured by three parameters: diameter D, height h and
thickness t. One side of the tube is fixed and the other side is in touch
with the other solution. Due to the geometry constraint, circumferential
wrinkling might occur during swelling. In the experiment, the influence
of initial geometric dimensions of the gel on the buckling behavior was
investigated. According to Lee et al. [64], the gel geometry (especially
h/D and t/h) has a dominant influence on the buckling of the swelling gel.
Specifically, a smaller normalized thickness t/h implies a larger chance of
instability and a smaller normalized height leads to a larger wave number
in the buckling pattern (see Fig5.13).

D

h

t

Figure 5.12: Initial gel tube geometry illustration

Figure 5.13: Experimental results from [64]: Pattern formation by circumferen-
tial buckling of gel tube

Although the gel type in the literature (PEGDA(polyethylene glycol
diacrylate) hydrogel) is different from ours (sodium polyacrylate hydrogel),
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we managed to simulate the experiment with an even lower shear modulus
(0.015MPa instead of 0.11 MPa in the literature, namely). We examine
three sets of geometry parameters (D, t, h): "standard", "thick" and "tall",
all of which lie within the range that was chosen in the experiment.

For the "standard" set, we set (D, t, h) = (5, 0.2, 0.6)(mm). The chemi-
cal potential contour plot of the tubular gel at different moments is given
in Fig. 5.14. We double the thickness and height of the "thick" and "tall"
set. In other words, we have (D, t, h) = (5, 0.4, 0.6)(mm) for the "thick" set
and (D, t, h) = (5, 0.2, 1.2)(mm) for the "tall" set. We observe that in the
standard set, buckling appeared as a wave-like pattern and ended up with
6 wrinkles. The "thick" set (Fig. 5.15) did not show any buckling at all
and the "tall" set (Fig. 5.16) showed buckling but with fewer wrinkles (4
instead of 6).
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Figure 5.14: Contour plots of chemical potential on the "standard" tubular gel
with constant permeabilitiy at different moments

At last, we investigate the influence of the strain-dependent permeabil-
ity on the buckling behavior. In the "thick" set, instead of constant constant
permeability, we apply the permeability law given in equation (2.31) with
β = 1.5. The chemical potential contours are plotted in Fig. 5.17. We
see that the buckling appeared and with 5 winkles this time. This result
suggests that the appearance of buckling is not only related to geometry
but also to how fast the fluid permeates into the gel.
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Figure 5.15: Contour plots of chemical potential on the "thick" tubular gel with
constant permeabilitiy at different moments
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Figure 5.16: Contour plots of chemical potential on the "tall" tubular gel with
strain-dependent permeabilitiy at different moments
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Figure 5.17: Contour plots of chemical potential on the "thick" tubular gel with
strain-dependent permeabilitiy at different moments

We conclude that the geometry deformation calculated by the simu-
lations resemble the ones from the experiment. Moreover, the simulation
results are in complete agreement with the experiment regarding the rela-
tionship between the initial geometric dimensions and its buckling behavior.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we first presented the analytical solution of the critical
swelling ratio for our specific type of gel based on linear perturbation anal-
ysis. This solution provides us with the approximation of the swelling
ratios at the onset of instabilities to a certain degree. However, the theory
is based on the perturbation at the equilibrium state. Therefore, a direct
connection between the instabilities appearing during transient swelling
simulations and the analytical solution is hard to make.

Next, we investigated the swelling of a thin gel slab with one side fixed
to a rigid surface in 2D. We deployed the numerical model developed in
this work and successfully observed wave-like wrinkles and its evolution
towards creasing. Moreover, the numerical approach enabled us to record
exact swelling ratios (the thickness ratio) at the onset of instabilities. Such
ratios were found in current work to be between 1.45 and 1.65. Although
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the critical swelling ratios were mesh-dependent, we could still investigate
qualitatively the influence of several swelling parameters on the onset of
instabilities. Particularly, we found that the permeability law has a strong
influence on whether surface instabilities would appear or not.

At last, we presented the results of two experiment-inspired simulations
related to surface instabilities in 2D and 3D respectively. The simulation
results turned out to be able to capture the experimental findings very
well, which, on the other hand, serves as a good demonstration of the
capabilities of the current numerical model in studying surface instabilities
related issues.
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6
Comparison with standard FEM

Abstract
Standard FEM has been a popular choice in swelling simulations. In stan-
dard FEM, displacement and chemical potential are the prime variables.
On the other hand, mixed hybrid finite element method (MHFEM) featur-
ing flux as an additional independent variable field is presented in the pre-
vious chapters. Its local mass conservation property has shown its success
in solving Darcy’s type equations with heterogeneous permeability. In this
chapter, we perform a full-round comparison between MHFEM and FEM
in swelling simulations involving large deformations. Specifically, based on
the permeability distributions, the problems fall into three categories: con-
stant permeability, strain-dependent permeability and permeability with a
discontinuous jump. For each category, we compare the two methods in
aspects like solution convergence robustness, computational cost and de-
formation, chemical potential and flux field accuracy. We conclude that
MHFEM outperforms standard FEM in terms of solution convergence ro-
bustness across all the categories. Additionally, the advantages of MHFEM
in the accuracy of all three fields is obvious when a swelling problem involves
a discontinuous jump in permeability.

Adapted from: C.Yu, K.Malakpoor, J.M.Huyghe,(2018). Comparing mixed hybrid finite element method with
standard FEM in swelling simulations involving extremely large deformations. Submitted to International
Journal of Solid and Structures.
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Hydrogels swell by the permeation of solvent (water) molecules into poly-
mer networks. Due to the existence of cross-links in the polymer networks,
water permeation leads to the expansion and rearrangement of polymer
chains as a whole. There are various external stimuli that induce the
swelling of a hydrogel: temperature, pH value and ionic strength in the
outer solution [95]. The responsiveness and bio-compatibility of hydrogels
make them popular materials for diverse applications including carriers for
drug delivery, tissue engineering matrices [43], actuators and sensors [3].

Over the years, many works are dedicated to the development of theo-
retical frameworks that enable the coupling between fluid permeation and
solid deformation. Following the linear and finite poroelasticity approach
established by Biot [8, 9], Hong et al.[47] proposed a theoretical framework
that enables finite deformations with a combination of Flory theory [37] to
model the swelling of a polymeric gel. Many more works have been done
to extend this framework to include features like non-Gaussian constitutive
relations for solid [19], viscoelasticity [18, 108] and temperature-sensitivity
[20, 27]. Besides the thermodynamic approach, which treats the gel as
one single phase, mixture theory [12], which allows the study of multiple
phases (fluid, solid, ions and other substances) at the same time, gains
popularity in the biomechanical studies. A biphasic swelling model was
proposed by Lanir [63] assuming the existence of fixed charge groups and
the instantaneous equilibrium of the ion phase. Later, Lai et al. [61] devel-
oped a triphasic theory in which fluid, solid and ion phases were considered
separately. A further separation of cation and anion phases leads to the
quadriphasic theory [51].

Development of the theoretical frameworks fostered many numerical in-
vestigations into the swelling process. Hong et al. [45] and Kuang and
Huang [56] simulated the inhomogeneous swelling of a gel at equilibrium
state. Later on, transient swelling simulations are the topic of many studies
[118, 70, 100, 21, 11, 68]. We note that all the studies listed above adopted
standard FEM in which deformation and chemical potential were chosen
to be the prime variables, and were implemented in commercial software
like ABAQUS or COMSOL. Böger et al. [10] proposed an alternative vari-
ational formulation which treated deformation and flux as prime variables.
On the other hand, studies [7, 47] on the solvent molecules migration ki-
netics suggest that the mobility tensor (the coefficient tensor in Darcy’s
equation) is not homogeneous during transient swelling. In essence, the
part of a gel that is in contact with the external solvent earlier increases
dramatically its hydraulic permeability. This inhomogeneity in the mobil-
ity tensor may require special attention in terms of numerical treatment.
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As pointed out by Kaasschieter and Huijben [53] and Mosé et al. [77], in
a Darcy flow problem with a heterogeneous domain, the standard FEM
suffers poor accuracy in computing the flux field due to the violation of
local mass conservation. In contrast, a mixed formulation that treats flux
and pressure as separate independent variables significanatly improves the
accuracy of the flux field as mass conservation is preserved locally and glob-
ally. As a matter of fact, using proper numerical methods to solve Darcy
flow problem is a well-established topic in porous media studies [69, 22].
Inspired by the success of mixed formulations in Darcy flow problems, a
mixed hybrid finite element method (MHFEM) was implemented to simu-
late the transient swelling of a hydrogel.

In this chapter, we aim to evaluate the impact of MHFEM by compari-
son with standard FEM in terms of robustness, accuracy and efficiency the
solution method when applied to simulate the finite transient swelling of
hydrogels. Depending on the hydraulic permeability laws we apply, sim-
ulations fall into three categories: homogeneous permeability (the mobil-
ity tensor is constant), heterogeneous permeability (the mobility tensor is
strain-dependent, thus non-uniform but changes continuously during tran-
sient swelling over the domain) and heterogeneous with a jump in perme-
ability (mobility tensor is discontinuous). The effectiveness of MHFEM
is evaluated for all three categories. This chapter is organized as follows.
In Section 1, we present the variational form and discretization details of
standard FEM based on the swelling mechanism and the resulting govern-
ing equations presented in Chapter 2. Section 2 presents the comparison
results and discussion of the four selected numerical examples. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 3.

6.1 Two-field standard finite element formulation

Standard finite element formulation is by far the most widely used formu-
lation in swelling simulations. Commercial software such as ABAQUS or
COMSOL is used in combination with user-defined subroutines. Regardless
of the swelling mechanisms and constitutive relations of the gel, the flux
field Q in the mass conservation equation (2.22) is substituted using Darcy
type equation (2.25) in this formulation, yielding a system of equations of
(x, µ):

∇X ·T = 0, (6.1)
DJ

Dt
−∇X · (K∇Xµ) = 0. (6.2)
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Due to geometric and material nonlinearity in the material law for the gel,
Netwon-Raphson procedure is carried out. Therefore, instead of solving
(x, µ) directly, its linear increment (δx, δµ) is solved from the linearized
version of equation (6.1) and (6.2). Let ΓxD and ΓµD denote the Dirichlet
boundary for x and µ. We define the function space H1

D(Ω):

H1
D(Ω) = {ν ∈ L2(Ω) : ∂ν

∂x
∈ L2(Ω), ν|Γx/µD =0}. (6.3)

The linearized variational form of equation (6.1) and (6.2) is thus derived:
find (δx, δµ) ∈ ((H1

D(Ω))2, H1
D(Ω)), such that for any (x̄.µ̄) ∈ ((H1

D(Ω))2, H1
D(Ω)),

a(δx, x̄) + b(x̄, δµ) = R1(x, µ), (6.4)
D

Dt
b(δx, µ̄) + c(δµ, µ̄) = R2(x, µ), (6.5)

with

a(δx, x̄) =
∫

Ω
∇x̄S : ∇δx + Ē : C : δEdΩ, (6.6)

b(x̄, δµ) = −
∫

Ω
JF−1 : ∇x̄δµdΩ, (6.7)

c(δµ, µ̄) = −
∫

Ω
(K∇δµ) · ∇µ̄dΩ, (6.8)

R1(x, µ) = −
∫

Ω
S : ĒdΩ, (6.9)

R2(x, µ) = D

Dt

∫
Ω
Jµ̄dΩ +

∫
Ω

K∇µ · ∇µ̄dΩ, (6.10)

where S is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor; C is the fourth-order
elasticity tensor; Ē and δE are the Green strain tensor based on x̄ and δx.
Specifically, we have:

Ē = 1
2(∇x̄TF + FT∇x̄), (6.11)

δE = 1
2(∇δxTF + FT∇δx). (6.12)

The finite element method is introduced by a partition Th = {Ωe} of
the initial domain Ω. A natural choice for the discretized sub-spaces for
H1

0 (Ω) is

P 1
0 (Th) = {ϕ ∈ L2(Ω) : ϕ|Ωe ∈ P 1(Ωe)} ∩H1

0 (Ω), (6.13)
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where P 1(Ωe) denotes constant or linear polynomial on Ωe. Let ϕi be the
basis interpolation functions in P 1

0 (Th), we have:

δx =
∑

ϕixi, (6.14)

δµ =
∑

ϕiµi, (6.15)

where i runs over all the nodes introduced by the spatial discretization and
xi and µi denotes the value of the position and chemical potential at node
i, respectively.

To avoid any instability due to time discretization, we choose backward
Euler scheme for time discretization. Let subscript n/n − 1 denote the
variable at time step n/n−1 and ∆t the time step size, the fully discretized
version of equation (6.4) and (6.5) is:

an(δx, x̄) + bn(x̄, δµ) = r1
n(x, µ), (6.16)

bn(δx, µ̄) + ∆t cn(δµ, µ̄) = ∆t r2
n(x, µ) + bn−1(δx, µ̄). (6.17)

For each time step, flux field Q is computed by numerical differentiation
of the chemical potential field. As a result, the fluid mass balance is only
satisfied in a weak sense. At the element level, this leads to the violation
of mass conservation. Note that the weak formulation and discretization
details of MHFEM is presented in detail in Chapter 3.

6.2 Numerical examples
In this section, four numerical examples solved by standard FEM as well as
MHFEM are presented. Depending on different permeability distributions
over the domain, the four examples can be categorized into three cases.
In the first example, we consider constant permeability k over the whole
domain. The second example treats permeability k to be strain-dependent
and continuously varying its value over the domain as soon as the swelling
starts. Example 3 and 4 deal with permeability with discontinuous jumps.
Specifically, the swelling is confined to one direction in the third example
and a low permeability stripe is added to the geometry. Example 4 al-
lows swelling in two dimensions and represents a soft high-permeable core
surrounded partly by a stiff low-permeable shell structure.

For all four examples, comprehensive comparisons are carried out be-
tween the two numerical methods. First, we look into the solution conver-
gence behavior of both methods. In other words, the robustness of both
methods for a given range of material and simulation parameters is inves-
tigated. Next, we examine the accuracy of the deformation field by means
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of comparing mesh convergence rates (provided that solution convergence
is achieved). In addition, we present the contour plots of the chemical po-
tential with streamlines on top to gain good insights on the accuracy of the
chemical potential and flux field calculation at transient states. At last,
the computational cost is summarized in tables with a focus on the com-
puting time and the number of degree of freedoms. All examples are two
dimensional with the standard set of parameters given in Table 6.1. The
simulation time span covers the whole swelling process (0 s to 106 s) and
is divided into 48 adaptive steps with smaller time step size at the initial
stage and much larger step size near equilibrium. All the simulations are
done using MATLAB 2016b on a windows machine with Intel Core i7-6700
CPU and 64GB RAM.

Table 6.1: Model Parameters.

Parameters value unit
Shear modulus G 0.015 N/mm2

Initial hydraulic permeability k0 10−3 mm4/(Ns)
Initial porosity φf,0 0.83
Absolute temperature T 293 K
Universal gas constant R 8.314 J/(molK)
Osmotic coefficient Γ 1
Initial fixed charge density cfc0 3.32× 10−4 mol/ml
Outer solution concentration c̄ 1.54× 10−4 mol/ml

6.2.1 Swelling of a square-shaped gel with constant perme-
ability

In the first example, the geometry is a quarter square as given in Fig. 6.1.To
avoid rigid body motions and to account for symmetry constraints, node
O is fixed in both x and y directions and edge OA and OC are fixed in y
and x direction respectively (ΓuD). Edge BC and BA are traction free (ΓuN )
and in touch with the outer solution (ΓµD). Edge OA and OC are equipped
with no flow boundary conditions (ΓµN because of symmetry constraints. To
summarize, the initial and boundary conditions for free swelling simulation
are given as:
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O A

BC

y

x

Figure 6.1: Initial state geometry illustration

x(X, 0) = X, (6.18)
µ(X, 0) = −π0, (6.19)
x(X, t) = 0, X ∈ ΓuD, (6.20)

T(X, t) · nR = 0, X ∈ ΓuN , (6.21)
µ(X, t) = µD, X ∈ ΓµD, (6.22)

Q(X, t) · nR = 0, X ∈ ΓµN , (6.23)

where π0 = RT
√

(cfc0 )2 + 4c̄2 and µD = −2RT c̄.
First of all, we investigate the solution convergence behavior of each

method. Considering three (key) simulation parameters: mesh size, time
step size and shear modulus, the solution convergence results of FEM and
MHFEM are summarized in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 respectively. Note
that ∆t indicates the standard time step we use throughout this study
with the initial time step 0.1 s. From Table 6.2, we see that as the shear
modulus decreases (larger degree of swelling expected), FEM shows severe
convergence issues. As a matter of fact, five mesh sizes and time steps
combinations fail to converge for shear modulus 0.055 MPa and none of
the mesh sizes and time steps lead to convergence when the shear modulus
is further decreased to the desired value: 0.015 MPa.

In contrary to the convergence issues suffered by FEM, MHFEM is
much more robust in reaching solution convergence. Table 6.3 shows that
the only case that MHFEM fails to converge is at shear modulus 0.015
with the mesh 65×65 and time step ∆t. A further refinement of time steps
(dividing ∆t by 10) restore the convergence.

In order to give a better idea about the performance difference between
the two methods, we examine the chemical potential contour plot after the
very first Newton iteration. Using a relatively coarse mesh (30 × 30) with
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Table 6.2: FEM solution convergence performance summary - k constant

mesh,time step G=0.15 MPa G=0.055 MPa G=0.015 MPa
70× 70,∆t converge converge fail
65× 65,∆t/10 converge fail fail
65× 65,∆t converge fail fail
60× 60,∆t converge fail fail
55× 55,∆t converge fail fail
50× 50,∆t converge converge fail
45× 45,∆t converge converge fail
40× 40,∆t converge fail fail
30× 30,∆t converge converge fail
20× 20,∆t converge converge fail
10× 10,∆t converge converge fail

Table 6.3: MHFEM solution convergence performance summary - k constant

mesh,time step G=0.15 MPa G=0.055 MPa G=0.015 MPa
70× 70,∆t converge converge converge
65× 65,∆t/10 converge converge converge
65× 65,∆t converge converge fail
60× 60,∆t converge converge converge
55× 55,∆t converge converge converge
50× 50,∆t converge converge converge
45× 45,∆t converge converge converge
40× 40,∆t converge converge converge
30× 30,∆t converge converge converge
20× 20,∆t converge converge converge
10× 10,∆t converge converge converge
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(a) MHFEM solution
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(b) FEM solution

Figure 6.2: Chemical potential controur plot after one Newton iteration with
mesh 20× 20, G=0.015 MPa
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(a) G=0.15 MPa, 30× 30
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(b) G=0.015 MPa, 60× 60

Figure 6.3: Situations where the wavy edges disappears for FEM soluitons

shear modulus 0.015 MPa, FEM (Fig. 6.2(b)) solution shows certain wave-
like instability on the edge. Such instability later may cease to propagate
(for example in some cases with shear modulus 0.055 MPa) and eventually
lead to convergence. However, with shear modulus 0.015 MPa the insta-
bility persists and within several Newton iterations, excessive distortions
in elements appear. The wavy edges tend to disappear when the mesh is
refined or the shear modulus is increased as shown in the Fig. 6.3. In the
case of the large shear modulus (G=0.15 MPa), the eventual convergence
is indeed achieved. In contrast, MHFEM generates no wavy edges at all
after the first Newton iteration and indeed yields convergence for a broader
combination of parameters.

Bouklas et al. [11] argue that at the beginning of the swelling, due to
the incomprehensibility of solid, Taylor-Hood elements should be applied
to satisfy the LBB condition between the displacement and chemical po-
tential field. It was shown that less oscillation appears in the chemical
potential field when the displacement field is interpolated with one order
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(b) Standard FEM (4x4µ)
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(c) Standard FEM (8x4µ)

Figure 6.4: Chemical potential contour plot after one time step (0.1 s) with mesh
10× 10, G=0.15 MPa

higher function spaces than that of the chemical potential field. In order
to preclude the influence of such oscillations on the convergence results, we
carried out FEM simulations using quadratic elements for displacement and
linear elements for the chemical potential (8x4µ). As shown in Fig. 6.4,
the oscillation in chemical potential shown in standard FEM (4x4µ) indeed
disappeared when the higher order interpolation functions for displacement
were used. However, the less oscillation does not improve the general so-
lution convergence performance. As a matter of fact, the standard FEM
(8x4µ) delivered the worst convergence robustness results among the three
cases as indicated in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: FEM(8x4µ) solution convergence performance summary - k constant

mesh,time step G=0.15 MPa G=0.055 MPa G=0.015 MPa
70× 70,∆t converge fail fail
65× 65,∆t/10 fail fail fail
65× 65,∆t converge fail fail
60× 60,∆t fail fail fail
55× 55,∆t fail fail fail
50× 50,∆t fail fail fail
45× 45,∆t converge fail fail
40× 40,∆t converge fail fail
30× 30,∆t fail fail fail
20× 20,∆t converge fail fail
10× 10,∆t converge fail fail

To summarize, the appearance of wavy curves in FEM acts as a source
of instability and causes converge failure. Refinement in mesh size and
increase in shear modulus help to diminish the wavy curves. Satisfying the
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Figure 6.5: Convergence study for constant permeability of FEM and MHFEM
solution at two different moments of swelling

LBB condition for displacement filed and chemical potential field in FEM
simulations reduces the oscillation of the chemical potential field but does
not improve its solution convergence performance. In swelling simulations
that involve extremely large deformations, MHFEM shows more robust
performance than standard FEM. This might be related to the local mass
conservation property which is possessed only by MHFEM.

For accuracy analysis, the shear modulus value is taken to be 0.08 MPa
to guarantee the solution convergence for both methods. Due to symmetry
in geometry and boundary conditions, deformations of the square-shaped
gel are characterized by curve CB at transient states. Since there is no
analytical solution available in two dimensions for a nonlinear transient
swelling problem, we take the averaged solution between MHFEM and
FEM obtained with a fine mesh (50 × 50 linear quadrilateral elements of
0.02 mm each) as the canonical solution (CBc). By coarsening the mesh
(in both x and y directions), we compare the accuracy of the solutions at
different mesh sizes (0.1 mm, 0.06 mm, 0.047 mm, 0.033 mm, 0.025 mm
and 0.02 mm). In Fig. 6.5, we plot the dimensionless error e (L2 error
of ‖CBh − CBc‖ along the edge CB divided by the length of CB) and
mesh size h in a double log figure. at two transient swelling moments. We
observe that both methods converge to the same results as the mesh is re-
fined. At the early stage (11.8% swollen), MHFEM gives larger errors than
standard FEM when the mesh is coarse. The difference between the error
gets smaller at the later stage (36.9% swollen). The convergence rate for
MHFEM and standard FEM are comparable.

In order to gain insight into the chemical potential distribution and net
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Figure 6.6: Contour plots of chemical potential and streamlines at time t = 5.32 s
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Figure 6.7: Contour plots of chemical potential and streamlines at time t =
2740.1 s

flux in each element calculated by each method, we plot the chemical po-
tential contour with streamlines (stemming from the edge of the sample) on
top for both MHFEM and standard FEM solution at two selected moments
(Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7). The chemical potential and streamlines distribu-
tion derived by the two methods are almost identical for both moments.
Due to the symmetry in boundary conditions and geometry, both chemical
potential and streamlines exhibit symmetry for both methods.

The computing cost of both methods is summarized in Table 6.5 and 6.6.
For different mesh sizes, total computing time, total numbers of iterations
(TNI), time per iteration to build the tangent stiffness matrix and residual
vector (TI) and degree of freedoms (DOF) are recorded. In addition, we
fitted the curve between the total time and degree of freedoms using second-
order polynomials for each method (Fig. 6.8). We conclude that for the
same mesh FEM requires less degree of freedoms but more iterations to
reach equilibrium. MHFEM is more efficient in terms of computing time
per degree of freedom.
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Table 6.5: Standard FEM computational cost summary - k constant

mesh size
(mm)

total time (s) TNI TI DOF

0.100 1.697 152 0.0068 363
0.067 4.770 150 0.0175 768
0.048 10.917 150 0.0342 1452
0.033 28.017 147 0.0781 2883
0.025 63.961 141 0.1641 5043
0.020 132.016 139 0.3099 7803

Table 6.6: MHFEM computational cost summary - k constant

mesh size
(mm)

total time (s) TNI TI DOF

0.100 1.760 129 0.0071 462
0.067 4.950 128 0.0191 992
0.048 12.195 127 0.0404 1892
0.033 34.919 125 0.1021 3782
0.025 88.765 122 0.2420 6642
0.020 192.882 120 0.5002 10302
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Figure 6.8: Fitted curves between total time and DOF for each method

6.2.2 Swelling of a square-shaped gel with strain-dependent
permeability

During transient swelling, permeability k is typically not constant over the
domain. The part of the gel that is in touch with the outer solution ear-
lier has higher hydraulic permeability due to the enlarged pores induced
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by the swelling of the polymer. This observation has been reported by
several studies [47, 19, 7]. Depending on the swelling material, different
permeability-strain dependencies are observed and corresponding mathe-
matical relationships are proposed[101, 40, 62, 103, 16, 60]. In this exam-
ple, we adopted the law from [33] which was developed for polyacrylamide
gels:

k(φf ) = k0
(1− φf, 0)β

φf,0

φf
(1− φf )β , (6.24)

where β = 1.5. Note that the current porosity φf is related to strain by
the relation

φf = 1− φs,0
J
, (6.25)

on element level.
Like in the first example, we carried out solution convergence investiga-

tions. The results are summarized in Table 6.7 and 6.8. We notice that the
convergence results are the same as in the previous example. Therefore,
similar conclusions can be drawn and will not be repeated here.

Table 6.7: FEM solution convergence performance summary - k strain-dependent

shear modulus 0.15(MPa) 0.055(MPa) 0.015(MPa)
70× 70,∆t converge converge fail
65× 65,∆t/10 converge fail fail
65× 65,∆t converge fail fail
60× 60,∆t converge fail fail
55× 55,∆t converge fail fail
50× 50,∆t converge converge fail
45× 45,∆t converge converge fail
40× 40,∆t converge fail fail
30× 30,∆t converge converge fail
20× 20,∆t converge converge fail
10× 10,∆t converge converge fail

Next, we investigate the accuracy of each method in terms of mesh con-
vergence rate. Again, we take shear modulus to be 0.08 MPa to guarantee
solution convergence for both methods. In Fig. 6.9, errors and the mesh
sizes at two different moments are plotted on a double-log axis. Standard
FEM shows accuracy advantage at both moments with the advantage at
an earlier moment (17.8% swollen) is slightly larger. Both methods con-
verge to the same solution at a comparable rate. The chemical potential
and streamlines distributions over the sample at two given moments are
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Table 6.8: MHFEM solution convergence performance summary - k strain-
dependent

shear modulus 0.15(MPa) 0.055(MPa) 0.015(MPa)
70× 70,∆t converge converge converge
65× 65,∆t/10 converge converge converge
65× 65,∆t converge converge fail
60× 60,∆t converge converge converge
55× 55,∆t converge converge converge
50× 50,∆t converge converge converge
45× 45,∆t converge converge converge
40× 40,∆t converge converge converge
30× 30,∆t converge converge converge
20× 20,∆t converge converge converge
10× 10,∆t converge converge converge

plotted in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11). Similar conclusions can be drawn as in
the previous example.
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Figure 6.9: Convergence study for strain-dependent permeability of FEM and
MHFEM solution at different moments of swelling

At last, the computational cost summaries are given in Table 6.9 and
Table6.10. Comparing to the constant permeability case, the total comput-
ing time increases because of higher numbers of iterations. FEM once again
demands less computing time compared to MHFEM due to the smaller
DOF; however, MHFEM needs fewer iterations in total to reach equilib-
rium.
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(a) MHFEM solution
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(b) FEM solution

Figure 6.10: Contour plots of chemical potential and streamlines at time t =
5.32s
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Figure 6.11: Contour plots of chemical potential and streamlines at time t =
2740.1s

Table 6.9: Standard FEM computational cost summary - k strain-dependent

mesh size
(mm)

total time (s) TNI TI DOF

0.100 2.059 169 0.0071 363
0.067 5.238 163 0.0174 768
0.048 11.785 162 0.0345 1452
0.033 31.035 160 0.0792 2883
0.025 72.159 156 0.1667 5043
0.020 147.810 153 0.3139 7803
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Table 6.10: MHFEM computational cost summary - k strain-dependent

mesh size
(mm)

total time (s) TNI TI DOF

0.100 1.885 143 0.0071 462
0.067 5.433 139 0.0194 992
0.048 13.320 139 0.0403 1892
0.033 37.758 134 0.1030 3782
0.025 95.403 130 0.2436 6642
0.020 199.586 124 0.5022 10302

A B

C D

A
B

DC

Figure 6.12: Initial and typical transient swelling geometry of the sample. Yel-
low: high permeability area (k1), blue: low permeability area (k2)

6.2.3 Swelling of a gel with a low-permeability stripe

In this example, we dealt with heterogeneous permeability with discontin-
uous jumps. The initial and typical transient swelling geometry is given in
Fig. 6.12. The yellow zone represents high permeability area with perme-
ability k1 and the blue zone low permeability area with permeability k2.
The sample was confined in x direction thus swelling thus only allowed in
y direction. Only edge AB is in touch with the outer solution. Due to the
presence of the low permeability stripe, top surface CD formed typically a
curve with the middle point lowest in y direction during transient swelling.
In this case, the deformations of the gel were completely characterized by
curve CD.

Following the mesh convergence analysis in the previous two examples,
we investigated the changes of errors of each method as the mesh sizes
were decreased. In this example, mesh sizes h are chosen to be 1/12, 1/24,
1/36, 1/48, 1/60 and 1/120 mm. The average solution between FEM and
MHFEM at h = 1/120 mm is used as the canonical solution. In this
example, the time step size is fixed to be 10 s and we run 12 steps (thus t =
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120 s). The values for k1 and k2 are 10−2 mm4/(Ns) and 10−6 mm4/(Ns).
In Fig. 6.13, errors of both methods with different shear moduli (thus

different swelling degrees) are plotted against mesh sizes. We see that a
lower shear modulus (implies larger swelling degree) generates larger errors
than higher shear modulus for both methods. MHFEM shows smaller errors
than standard FEM with shear moduli 0.03 MPa and 0.08 MPa for all mesh
sizes. At a shear modulus of 0.15 MPa, MHFEM showed a smaller error
when the mesh is coarse; but the error performance is very comparable as
the mesh is refined.

Fig. 6.14 shows convergence results under different high/low perme-
ability contrast ratios (100,1000 and 10000). A larger contrast ratio im-
plies larger errors for both methods. We observe that MHFEM generates
smaller errors than standard FEM in all three cases. Moreover, the error
differences between standard FEM and MHEFEM are not affected by the
contrast ratio. In other words, a smaller permeability contrast ratio does
not necessarily suggest a more comparable accuracy performance between
FEM and MHFEM.
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Figure 6.13: Convergence rate of FEM and MHFEM solutions with different
shear modulus at t=120s

The accuracy advantage of MHFEM over standard FEM in the calcu-
lation of the deformation field was also observed in the chemical potential
and net flux calculations. Fig. 6.15 compares MHFEM and FEM in terms
of chemical potential contour with streamlines (stemming from the bottom
side) with a relatively coarse mesh (mesh size about 0.0417 mm) at time
t = 120 s. The top surface of MHFEM solution appeared smooth, whereas
nonrealistic distortion of elements near the low permeability stripe in FEM
solution was observed. A closer look at the streamlines near the low per-
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Figure 6.14: Convergence rate of FEM and MHFEM solutions with different
permability contrast at t=120s

meable area, one can find that the symmetry of streamlines was lost in the
FEM solution despite the symmetric geometry and boundary condition;
on the other hand, the MHFEM solution produced perfectly symmetrical
streamlines.
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Figure 6.15: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 120s with mesh
size 0.0417 mm

After increasing the shear modulus (from 0.015 MPa to 0.15 MPa), we
observed that the degree of swelling is decreased (Fig. 6.16). At the same
time, the distortion of the local elements, as well as the asymmetry of the
streamlines of the FEM solutions, were alleviated.

Next, we decreased the permeability contrasts between the high- and
low- permeable areas. Specifically, the low-permeable area was increased
from 10−6 mm4/(Ns) to 10−5 mm4/(Ns) and the high-permeable area
was decreased from 10−2mm4/(Ns) to 10−3 mm4/(Ns). Fig. 6.17 shows
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Figure 6.16: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 120 s with mesh
size 0.0417 mm shear modulus 0.15 MPa

that the degree of swelling was further reduced because of the decrease of
permeability in the high- permeable area. In this case, top surface deforma-
tion, the chemical potential and streamlines distribution of FEM solution
resemble very much with the ones of MHFEM solution.
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Figure 6.17: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 120 s with mesh
size 0.0417 mm small permeability constrast.

At last, we investigate the influence of mesh size on the solution. By
refining the mesh, the chemical potential and streamline plot, as well as
the top surface deformation in the FEM solution, are much closer to the
MHFEM solution (Fig. 6.18) compared to Fig. 6.15. Although the com-
plete symmetry in streamlines in the FEM solution is still missing, mesh
refinement appears to have improved the situation significantly.

The solution convergence behavior, in this case, is consistent with the
first two examples. Besides the conclusions we have drawn in Section 6.2.1,
we noticed that for coarse mesh in the FEM solution, excessive element dis-
tortion tends to appear near the discontinuity interface (e.g. Fig. 6.15(b)),
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(a) MHFEM solution (b) FEM solution

Figure 6.18: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 120 s with fine
mesh (0.0083mm )

which is another source contributing to convergence failure for FEM.
Finally, the computing cost summary is given in Table 6.11 and 6.12.

Standard FEM shows advantage (especially) in total computing time for
a dense mesh due to lower degrees of freedom. The number of iterations,
unlike in the previous two examples, is almost identical for both FEM and
MHFEM and does not decrease as the mesh is refined. In addition, the
fitted curves (Fig. 6.19) are very close to each other.

Table 6.11: Standard FEM computational cost summary - k discontinuous

mesh size
(mm)

total time (s) TNI TI DOF

0.083 0.443 39 0.005 273
0.041 1.849 40 0.0232 975
0.028 5.199 40 0.0556 2109
0.021 11.594 40 0.1133 3675
0.017 22.652 40 0.2015 5673
0.008 250.116 40 1.740 22143

To investigate the impact of an unstable pair (P1/P0) on the swelling
simulation, we slightly adapted boundary conditions in Fig. 6.12. Instead
of edge AB in touch with the outer solution, we let CD directly in touch
and the rest of edges are with no flow conditions. Also the domain size is
changed to 1 mm × 1 mm. In such a way, we generated a sharp gradient
in chemical potential especially for the low permeability area. Fig. 6.20
shows the chemical potential contour of an unstable pair (P1/P0) and a
stable pair (P2/P0) for displacement-chemical potential coupling. We ob-
served that indeed the unstable pair led to a checkerboard distribution of
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Table 6.12: MHFEM computational cost summary - k discontinuous

mesh size
(mm)

total time (s) TNI TI DOF

0.083 0.473 39 0.0053 344
0.041 2.214 38 0.0260 1262
0.028 6.630 38 0.0680 2756
0.021 16.366 38 0.1529 4826
0.017 35.546 38 0.3062 7472
0.008 463.156 39 3.3735 29342
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Figure 6.19: Fitted curves between total time and DOF for each method
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Figure 6.20: Chemical potential contour plots of MHFEM solutions at t=0.7 s

pressure when the time step is small while the stable pair not. Also due
to the higher degree of approximation for displacement, the deformations
generated by the two pairs were slightly different. However, we noticed
that the oscillation in the pressure field dissipated as the swelling went on
and eventually disappeared. Local element refinement also helps with the
alleviation of checkerboard distribution. As we know, the use of higher
order element causes higher computational cost. Hence, unless great im-
portance is attached to the calculation of chemical potential at the initial
stage, we keep using P1/RT0/P0 pair in our swelling simulations potentially
combined with local mesh refinement scheme.

6.2.4 Swelling of gels with core-shell structure

The last numerical example features an industrially-relevant gel structure
(see Fig. 6.21). To prevent the swelling SAPs from blocking the passage
of inter-particles fluid, nowadays the outer layer (shell) of an SAPs particle
has a higher crosslink density than the inner core to achieve maximum
absorbing efficiency accross a particle bed [89]. As a result, the outer layer
is stiffer and less permeable than the inner core. As the swelling continues,
the stiffer shell fractures and develops into isolated islands. This example
aims to simulate the scenario after the isolated islands are formed and the
subsequent swelling dynamics.

In the simulations, the shear modulus of the shell was set to be 0.15
MPa (thus 10 times larger than that of the core). The permeability of the
shell was 10−7 mm4/(Ns) (4 orders of magnitude smaller than of the core).
There were crack openings on the core between the isolated shell islands
present. The cracks were not allowed to propagate in the simulations.
Further, to avoid rigid body motions, we fixed origin O in both x and
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Figure 6.21: Schematic illustration of the core-shell structure

y directions and node A in y direction. Curve AB (including the outer
contour of the shell) was in contact with the other solution. Edge OA and
OB had no flow boundary conditions. Mesh sizes were chosen from large
to small: 0.013 mm, 0.0087 mm, 0.0065 mm and 0.0052 mm.

To characterize the swelling dynamics of such a structure, we examined
the time evolution of crack opening angle θ and shell thickness d, the tra-
jectory of node B (in both x and y directions), the chemical potential and
flux chart over the sample with different meshes sizes.

Following previous examples, the canonical solution is derived by aver-
aging FEM and MHFEM solution with the smallest mesh size (0.0052 mm).
In Fig. 6.22 and Fig. 6.23, we plotted the MHFEM and standard FEM
solution of crack opening angle θ against time with different mesh sizes
respectively. We observed that MHFEM was able to generate a reasonably
accurate solution even with the most coarse mesh (0.013 mm); while FEM
failed to even capture the trend of the evolution of the opening angle with
the most coarse mesh (0.013 mm): first decreased then increased instead
of first increased and then decreased. Using a denser mesh alleviated the
problem but the disagreement with the canonical solution stayed relatively
large compared to the MHFEM solutions. As a matter of fact, only with the
densest mesh (0.0052 mm) FEM solution was close enough to the canonical
solution (less than 0.5 degree deviation).

Next, we plotted the MHFEM and FEM solution of the time evolution
of shell thickness d in Fig. 6.24 and Fig. 6.25. Similar to the obser-
vations made in the crack opening investigation, FEM solution with the
most coarse mesh (0.013 mm) failed to capture the first shrinking and then
swelling trend of the shell thickness. Further refinement of the mesh lead
to convergence to the canonical solution. In general, the deviation from the
canonical solution of FEM is larger than that of MHFEM solution.

Besides crack opening angle θ and shell thickness d, the trajectory of
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Figure 6.22: MHFEM solution of crack opening angle θ with different mesh sizes
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Figure 6.23: FEM solution of crack opening angle θ with different mesh sizes
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Figure 6.24: MHFEM solution of shell thickness d with different mesh sizes
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Figure 6.25: FEM solution of shell thickness d with different mesh sizes
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Figure 6.26: trajectory of node B in the x-direction with different mesh sizes
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Figure 6.27: trajectory of node B in the y-direction with different mesh sizes

node B (which is free to move in both x and y directions) as an indication
of the soft core geometry evolution was studied. Fig. 6.26 plots the MH-
FEM and FEM solution of the trajectory of node B in x-direction and Fig.
6.27 in y-direction. They show that the disagreement with the canonical
solution happened mostly in x direction with FEM with the most coarse
mesh (0.013 mm) yielding the largest deviation. The calculation of y direc-
tion seems more unified compared with x direction regardless of mesh sizes
and numerical methods. Overall, the accuracy advantages of MHFEM over
FEM are apparent in the calculation of trajectory of node B.

The difference in the deformations calculation is caused by the calcula-
tion of the net flux in/out of each element. In what follows, four chemical
potential contour plots featuring comparison between MHFEM and FEM
solutions with two mesh sizes (dense and course) at two selected moments
(right after swelling starts and 76.8 s after) are presented. The black arrows
in each element indicate the direction of the net flux in the given element
and its length indicates the magnitude of the flux.

For a coarse mesh (Fig. 6.28), the FEM solution generated a visibly
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Figure 6.28: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 0.1 s with mesh
size 0.013 mm

deformed (swollen) shell with the highest chemical potential at the edge of
the shell; while there was no visible deformation of the shell observed in
the MHFEM solution and the chemical potential stayed relatively uniform
except the part of the soft core directly in touch with the outer solution.
Given a closer look at the net flux over the sample, one can find that
the net flux given by MHFEM solution is more physically plausible, since
the largest influx comes from the edge of the soft core that is in direct
contact with the outer solution and barely any flux exchange at the core-
shell interface due to the low permeability of the shell. On the other hand,
due to the absence of local mass conservation, FEM shows a visible influx
from the core to the shell right at the beginning of swelling which is clearly
not physical.

The earlier discrepancy in chemical potential and flux calculation be-
comes more prominent as the swelling goes on. At time t = 76.8 s, the
chemical potential at the shell stays the lowest over the sample for MH-
FEM solution as the consequence of little influx till this moment; however,
the shell in the FEM solution is fully swollen and with the highest chemical
potential over the sample (Fig. 6.29). The flux distribution is also different
between the two solutions especially in the element right beneath the shell.
The difference in flux distribution clearly has contributed to the aforemen-
tioned difference in crack opening angle, thickness of the shell and node B
trajectories.

By deploying a denser mesh, FEM simulations results are greatly im-
proved (Fig. 6.30 and Fig. 6.31) and resemble MHFEM solutions at both
moments. However, FEM still suffers slightly from local nonphysical dis-
tortion of elements at the edge of the shell as shown in Fig. 6.30(b).
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Figure 6.29: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 76.8 s with mesh
size 0.013 mm
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Figure 6.30: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 0.1 s with mesh
size 0.0052 mm
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Figure 6.31: Contour plots of chemical potential at time t = 76.8 s with mesh
size 0.0052 mm
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6.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we first introduced two-field FEM computational formula-
tion in swelling simulations. The standard FE formulation uses position x
and chemical potential µ as prime variables. The flux Q is calculated by
numerical differentiation. Next, we compared the performance of FEM and
MHFEM using four numerical examples. The four numerical examples fall
into three categories: constant permeability, strain-dependent permeabil-
ity and permeability with discontinuous jumps. For each example, aspects
such as solution convergence robustness, accuracy (mesh convergence rate)
and computational cost were investigated.

The first two examples involve the swelling of a quarter of a square-
shaped gel with constant and strain-dependent permeability respectively.
FEM demands much more stringent conditions on mesh size and time step
size than MHFEM to reach convergence especially as the swelling degree
increases. Provided solution convergence is achieved, FEM shows marginal
advantages in the accuracy of deformation field above MHFEM; on the
other hand, chemical potential and flux field calculations are quite similar
between the two. The third and fourth example study the effect of perme-
ability with discontinuous jumps. Specifically, example 3 deals with swelling
confined in y-direction with a low-permeable stripe. By measuring the de-
formation of the top surface, we conclude that MHFEM generates more
accurate results than FEM especially when the mesh is coarse. The chem-
ical potential and flux calculation also supports a similar conclusion since
the symmetry of streamlines is lost in FEM but not in MHFEM. Moreover,
FEM generates nonphysical distortion of elements near the discontinuous
jump with a coarse mesh which contributes to a more unfavorable posi-
tion when the robustness in solution convergence is considered. Example 4
studies the two-dimensional swelling of a core-shell structure that is widely
used in industry. The soft high-permeable core is surrounded by hard low-
permeable shell islands. Simulations of such a structure have shown that
using a coarse mesh FEM can lead to a wrong prediction of the swelling
dynamics; however, MHFEM is able to generate a reasonably accurate so-
lution with the same (coarse) mesh. Further investigations on chemical
potential and flux also favor MHFEM in terms of accuracy. The computa-
tional cost favors FEM slightly due to fewer degrees of freedom. However, if
one takes the accuracy argument into account, MHFEM is not necessarily
at disadvantage in terms of computational cost.

To summarize, the local mass conservation property of MHFEM has
proven to improve the accuracy of the solution in swelling simulations when
there is a discontinuity in permeability present. Moreover, MHFEM con-
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sistently outperforms FEM in terms of solution convergence robustness.
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7
Discussion and conclusions

7.1 Conclusions
This work focuses on the development of a robust and reliable simulation
engine based MHFEM for swelling ionized hydrogels in three dimensions.
The MHFEM simulation engine shows great promise as a tool to allow an
investigation into deformation, chemical potential and flux of an ionized
hydrogel during transient swelling in three-dimensions, allowing us to bet-
ter understand the swelling dynamics. The contributions of this work are
summarized in the following items.

1. Super absorbent polymers (for example, sodium polyacrylate) can
absorb 1000 times own weight. They are used as water-retaining
agents for growing plant and working substance in the hygiene prod-
ucts (diapers and sanitary napkins) [120, 49]. Despite of its wide
applications, modeling and simulations of transient swelling (single)
SAPs particle have received little attention in contrast to the vast
amount of studies on the simulation of non-ionized polymeric gels
[118, 70, 108, 100, 21, 68, 11, 47, 27, 20, 45, 56, 10, 19]. Comparing
to non-ionized hydrogels, ionized hydrogels have a different swelling
mechanism and typically experience larger swelling degrees in a rapid
manner. In this work, we filled in this gap by developing a robust and
accurate numeric simulation engine specifically for ionized hydrogels.

2. This work provides a new numerical framework for gel swelling sim-
ulations. Mixed formulations are well-studied in fluid mechanics [17,
75, 22, 69, 59, 4, 77, 53, 1] and poromechanics. In fluid mechanics, the
variable pair is normally pressure and flux in a diffusion or advection-
diffusion type of equations. By separating out Darcy’s equation, flux
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is solved simultaneously with pressure. This has avoided computing
flux by numerical differentiation of pressure, which usually leads to
loss of accuracy. On the other hand, by deploying Raviart-Thomas
elements, local mass conservation is preserved. In poromechanics,
the variable pair is usually solid displacement and fluid pressure. The
coupling of fluid and solid fields leads to certain complication. In par-
ticular, extensive studies have been done on the "locking" phenomena
[83, 80, 81, 82, 42] and remedies are proposed. Limiting ourselves to
gel swelling simulations, we notice that the most of developed swelling
simulations of hydrogels so far have solid displacement and chemical
potential as prime variables[118, 70, 100, 21, 68, 11, 27, 20, 45, 56, 19].
There is no work available which employ a three-field mixed formula-
tion that incorporates both pairs and thus benefits from the advan-
tages of mixed formulations. Several works in geo- or bio-mechanics
[52, 35, 6, 107, 66] have a similar three-field formulation, but they all
have a pretty different focus than swelling.

3. This works provides readers a detailed comparison map between FEM
simulations (two-field) and MHFEM simulations(three-field). Based
on the comparison results with different permeability distributions
in different numerical aspects presented in Chapter 6, a reader can
choose for himself which formulation suits his demands better. How-
ever, three important messages are sent out from the comparison
results:

(1) Simulations based on MHFEM are much more robust than sim-
ulations based on FEM especially in the (extremely) large de-
formation range. To be specific, MHFEM shows less sensitivity
than FEM to the material parameters that determine the fi-
nal swelling ratio. FEM is notorious for achieving convergence
when it comes to the extremely large degree swelling. To achieve
convergence, FEM simulations usually demand careful selection
of time steps and mesh sizes. Additional numerical techniques
(what are the techniques used in Abaqus to achieve convergence)
might be needed. MHFEM simulations, on the other hand, con-
verge under a less demanding combination of time steps and
mesh sizes and have fewer troubles in achieving convergence in
general.

(2) More accuracy is achieved with MHFEM simulations compared
to FEM when there is a discontinuous jump in the permeabil-
ity distribution. The flux streamlines plots show that flux is
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more accurately calculated by MHFEM than FEM in the low-
permeability stripe example. This finding agrees with the find-
ings in other works in fluid mechanics. More importantly, we
demonstrated that this inaccuracy in flux field has consequences
on the deformation calculation. As a matter of fact, FEM sim-
ulations produce erroneous results while MHFEM gives much
more reasonable outcome when a mesh is sparse. With mesh re-
finement, FEM and MHFEM simulations converge to the same
results.

(3) Due to the inherent method design, flux is an independent field
which no longer needs to be calculated separately by means of
numerical differentiation. Thanks to the hybridization proce-
dure, adding an extra field did not burden the computational
efficiency heavily. The computational performance between MH-
FEM and FEM simulation is quite comparable.

4. The MHFEM simulation also renders its user a platform to simulate
complicated surface instabilities formed during transient swelling. In
this study, we have shown that the surface instabilities pattern formed
by the simulations qualitatively agree with various experimental re-
sults in 2D and 3D.

To sum up, the three-field MHFEM simulation engine is a promising
computational tool for simulating swelling hydrogels. It showed better ro-
bustness and accuracy than the two-field FEM simulations without signif-
icant computational cost increase. It is also capable of simulating complex
surface instabilities patterns in three dimensions. Either standing alone or
incorporated into a larger simulations system, it improves the robustness
and accuracy of the existing simulations.

7.2 Outlook
Despite all the merits mentioned above, the work has its limitations. In
this section, we examine various aspects of this modeling/simulation work.
Limitations are discussed and possible solutions and future research direc-
tions are suggested.

Regarding the constitutive relations that was applied to the current
model, comparisons with experimental data of a single swelling SAPs par-
ticle would increase the credibility of the model significantly. Currently, the
available experimental data of a swelling gel is mostly polyacrylamide hy-
drogel, which is, comparing to SAPs hydrogel, somewhat slower in swelling
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and the final swelling degree is usually not as large as that of a SAPs hy-
drogel. It is a challenge to image the dynamic behavior of a single swelling
SAPs particle. This challenge has been partly tackled by Huyghe and Musa
[78]. Comparison to experimental data of local deformation is valuable for
the fine-tuning of current simulations either by optimizing current param-
eters or adopting a new hyperelastic constitutive law.

The current constitutive law is based on Gaussian statistics. This im-
plies that the polymer chains are infinitely extendable. To include the
finite extensibility of the polymer chains, non-Gaussian statistics should be
applied in the material law for a large degree of swelling [19]. Since the
purpose of the current work is to demonstrate the capability of the pro-
posed numerical framework under extremely large deformation, it was not
essential to include the finite extensibility of the chain. However, the non-
Gaussian statistics should be considered towards more realistic hydrogel
swelling simulations.

For an unionized hydrogel, Flory [37] pointed out that the Helmholtz
free energy of a gel can be separated into two contributions: mixing energy
and energy related to stretching. The form of the mixing energy follows
Flory-Higgins theory [36, 50]. They appear in diverse forms in the literature
depending on the variable that is used to represent it. In this work, we
ignored the mixing energy as the reason discussed in Chapter 2. However,
as Horkay et al. [48] pointed out, for outer solutions with divalent (alkaline
earth metal) counter-ions, the swelling behavior is affected by both the ionic
and the mixing contributions. Therefore, the inclusion of mixing energy
in the Helmholtz free energy function will guarantee a realistic swelling
behavior not only in monovalent solution but also a divalent solution.

Roos et. al [86] showed experimentally that the shear modulus of a
pHEMA gel is dependent on ionic strength even if the strain is kept con-
stant. Based on this experimental observation, both the ionic and me-
chanical energy are functions of external salt concentration. As a result,
derivation of governing equations from the second law of thermodynamics
needs to be adapted. A new set of systems with the joint terms describing
this extra relation between ionic strength and shear modulus will appear.
This is not investigated in the current work.

In consolidation simulations (assuming poroelasticity), there exists a
well-known relationship between time step and mesh size [105], violation of
which will lead to oscillating pressure field. Such a relation did not provide
an effective guideline in our simulations where extremely large deformations
are involved. Typically, in simulation practice, there is certain restriction
between time step size and mesh size to guarantee convergence. Such a
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restriction is influenced by the element type, complexity of the geometry
and material parameters. In case of realistic SAPs particle shape, we ex-
perienced the most restrictions in choosing a proper time step for a given
mesh size to achieve convergence. Further studies are needed to cast more
light on this issue from the theoretical (instead of empirical) level.

The current study presents a powerful simulation engine for one single
SAPs particle. There are lots of interesting applications involving a whole
gel bed where the interaction between the particles is simulated as well as
the fluid flowing among the particles. Sweijen et al. [93] presented a DEM
model about the swelling of a gel bed at grain-scale. The swelling model
that he applied there is derived based on an empirical relation. To com-
bine single particle swelling simulations and the gel bed simulation without
compromising too much computational time is a challenge. However, this
will eventually yield more physical simulation results of a gel bed.

Swelling-induced cracking is another interesting researched area. Ding
et al. [26] presented a numerical model based on extended finite element
method simulating crack propagation of a swelling ionized hydrogel. The
swelling model was based on FEM. Given the high gradients in deformation
and flow at the crack tip, we expect that mass violation is an issue, par-
ticularly at the crack tip. A modification to MHFEM swelling model will
provide a more accurate pressure and displacement field and benefit the
robustness of the cracking model as well. However, the interface between
MHFEM and extended finite element method is yet to be developed.

In Biot system, numerous works [91, 92, 25, 76, 58] are dedicated to
iterative coupling schemes. They are basically splitting techniques which
perform the calculation of displacement-related variables and flow-related
variables sequentially. They are considered easier to implement and more
efficient computational-wise comparing to the fully coupled system in which
all the variables are computed simultaneously. Moreover, Lee et al. [65]
has found that the fixed stress iterative scheme to be very efficient for 3D
problems and has been applied to fracture propagation in porous media.
Therefore, it is worth a good investigation in the future work to see how
well these solution techniques would work in gel swelling simulations.

This swelling simulation framework may also be useful for a number of
biomedical applications. More often than not, the biological tissues have
complex structures and are equipped with fixed charge groups. Take hu-
man heart as an example, due to the hierarchy of the blood vessels, the
coronary system is heterogeneous and anisotropic. This is exactly where
the local mass conservation property may play an important role. Another
example is related to spine studies [14]. The works from Schröder [90] and
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Malakpoor et al. [73] aimed to develop a numerical model of the interverte-
bral disc using FE and MHFEM respectively by studying its biomechanical
behavior. Recently, studies are done on the spinal disc implants using
injectable hydrogels [94]. Different types of hydrogels are fabricated and
studied to mimic the natural structure of the disc. In this sense, the cur-
rent work might provide a good numerical framework for accurate swelling
simulations.
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